East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board
25th January 2017
Loxley House, Nottingham
10.00pm - 12.00pm
AGENDA
1.

Introductions & Apologies

2.

Minutes of last meeting*

3.

Growth Strategy Delivery Update*
• Tranche 2 Funding Submission
• Proposed Commissioning Budget
• Toton Development Framework Draft Brief
• Development Infrastructure Study Draft Brief
• Skills Strategy Draft Brief

4.

Funding & Delivery Mechanisms Study Update*

5.

Science & Innovation at Toton (‘Deep Dive’) Report*
• Agreement of Final Report & Next Steps

6.

Derby Connectivity Study Presentation

7.

Chesterfield and Staveley Delivery Board Presentation

8.

Route Mitigation*
• Draft EMC Response to Route Consultation
• Proposals for a Mitigation Sub-Group

9.

Midlands Connect Update*
• Draft Strategy Priorities

10.

HS2 East Update
• Summit Meeting 27 April 2017, Edinburgh

11.

Any Other Business

12.

Date of Future meetings (all at Loxley House)
•
•
•
•
•

22nd March 2017
31st May 2017
26th July 2017
27th September 2017
29th November 2017

*Papers attached

10.00am to 12.00pm
11.00am to 1.00pm
11.00am to 1.00pm
10.00am to 12.00pm
11.00am to 1.00pm

ITEM 2
EAST MIDLANDS HS2 STRATEGIC BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 18TH NOVEMBER 2016
LOXLEY HOUSE, NOTTINGHAM
MINUTES
Present:
Cllr Jon Collins
Cllr Anne Western
Cllr Steve Calvert
Cllr Cheryl Butler
Cllr Christopher Corbett
Cllr Carol Hart
Cllr John Burrows
Ruth Hyde
Ian Smith
Garry Scott
Kevin Harrison
Paul Clarke
Steve Cannon
Steffan Saunders
David Ralph
Phil Crossland
Elaine Clark
Ian Morgan
Ian Bates
Kevin Sharman
Kewal Rai
Conrad Jones
Rob Fairy
Rob Johnston
Steve Birkinshaw
Steve Cannon
William Kemp
Andrew Pritchard
Stuart Young

Nottingham City Council
Derbyshire County Council
Nottinghamshire County Council
Ashfield District Council
Erewash Borough Council
Erewash Borough Council
Chesterfield Borough Council
Broxtowe Borough Council
HMG Growth Strategy Team
Leicester City Council
HS2 Growth Partnership
Derby City Council
Derbyshire County Council
Broxtowe Borough Council
D2N2
Leicestershire County Council
Rail Forum East Midlands
Wellglade Group
East Midlands Chamber
Nottinghamshire County Council
DfT
HS2 Ltd
Network Rail
TUC Midlands
Erewash Borough Council
Derbyshire County Council
ICE
East Midlands Councils
East Midlands Councils

Apologies:
Cllr Michael Powell
Andrew Cliffe
Chris Hobson
Tim Gregory
Carol Cooper-Smith
Fiona Anderson
Michael Henson
Mike Carr
Molly McKenzie
Paul Eeles
Paul Griffiths

Erewash Borough Council
East Midlands Airport
East Midlands Chamber
Nottinghamshire County Council
Ashfield District Council
Nottinghamshire County Council
Turner and Townsend
Nottingham Trent University
ICE
EMFEC
HS2 Ltd
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ACTION
1.

Apologies and Introductions

1.1

Cllr Collins asked members to introduce themselves.

1.2

Apologies noted as above.

2.

Minutes of meeting held on 13th September 2016 and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes were agreed as an accurate record of the meeting. Matters arising were
covered on the agenda.

3.

Update from Department for Transport & HS2 Ltd

3.1

Kewal Rai of the Department for Transport outlined the key aspects of the Route
Announcement made on the 15th November 2016, which confirmed support for the
Eastern Leg of HS2, an East Midlands Hub Station at Toton and an Infrastructure
Maintenance Depot at Staveley, and also proposed that Chesterfield should benefit from
‘classic compatible’ trains serving Sheffield Midland Station.

3.2

The Route Announcement includes proposals for amendments to that proposed in 2013
which will be subject to further consultation. In the East Midlands, these amendments
comprise:
• the area around Measham in Leicestershire;
• the area around East Midlands Airport;
• the vertical alignment through Long Eaton;
• the route to the east of Sheffield through northern Derbyshire;

3.3

It was confirmed that the whole route, including that subject to further public
consultation, would be safeguarded for planning purposes and those property owners
directly affected would be eligible for statutory compensation.

3.4

The Government is also consulting on a non-statutory compensation scheme for other
property owners adversely impacted by the Route Announcement and who also have a
necessity to sell.

3.5

Cllr Western highlighted the importance of securing effective mitigation in the detailed
design stage to reduce impact of the line of route on the environment and local
communities, and proposed that the Strategic Board establish an additional mitigation
work-stream to work with HS2 Ltd secure the best outcome.

3.6

Details for the Route Announcement can be found
at https://www.gov.uk/government/news/hs2-route-to-the-east-midlands-leeds-andmanchester-set-out-by-the-government
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Executive
Team

ACTION
4.

Growth Strategy Delivery Update

4.1

Andrew Pritchard gave an update on progress on the development of the Growth Strategy
which remains on track and within budget, including the submission of the Emerging Growth
Strategy document to Government on the 30th September 2016.

4.2

Andrew confirmed that the Government had made available the second tranche of Growth
Strategy funding (£625,000) for the East Midlands following the Route Announcement. A
further submission was required to draw down the money, a draft of which was set out in
Appendix 3 of the report. The draft outlined proposals to give greater granularity to key
infrastructure requirements, develop models for a funding mechanism and a delivery body,
and to establish a clear strategy for HS2 related growth around Chesterfield.

4.3

The Strategic Board was happy to endorse the draft in Appendix 3 as the basis for the
submission, which will need to be made before Christmas 2016 in order to draw down the Executive
money in early 2017
Team

5.

Economic Opportunities

5.1

Mark Fiander of Nottingham City Council updated the Strategic Board on this work.

5.2

The main Economic Opportunities study is now complete and the final report included as
an appendix. The Strategic Board endorsed the report without amendment.

5.3

Mark went on to provide an update on the follow-on ‘deep dive’ work, which is giving
greater consideration to two potential uses for the Hub Station site identified through the
earlier stakeholder workshops:
• a university based innovation hub; and
• a visitor attraction

5.4

Mark confirmed the conclusions of the assessment into the first option would be made to
the next meeting of the Strategic Board on the 25th January 2017. Mark went on to give
the summary of the main conclusions of the visitor attraction assessment.

5.5

Whilst the work showed that several such uses might be economically viable due to the
extensive population catchment resulting from HS2 connectivity, it was felt that the
number and level of jobs created would be unlikely to make a material impact on regional
productivity as envisaged by the Emerging East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy document.

5.6

Although the Strategic Board recognised the potential for the Hub Station to increase
access to existing visitor attractions in the East Midlands, such as the Peak District National
Park, Chatsworth House and the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site, developing a
new attraction at the Hub Station site itself was not considered to be a priority.
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ACTION
6.

Skills & Supply Chain

6.1

Elaine Clarke of Rail Forum East Midlands gave a presentation based on the phase 1 report
contained in the paper, which makes proposals for action in five key areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Inspiring young people
Building further education capacity
Harnessing the power of our universities
Support for individuals
Ensuring our businesses are HS2 ready

6.2

Elaine emphasised that although the East Midlands was structurally well placed to benefit
from HS2 investment, other areas were making a concerted effort to win business, and
that our historic competitive advantage in rail engineering could not be taken for granted.

6.3

The Strategic Board welcomed the presentation and strongly supported the main
conclusions of the report. A copy of the presentation can be found
at http://www.emcouncils.gov.uk/HS2-Strategic-Board .

6.4

The importance of developing an implementation mechanism for taking the work forward
was highlighted, and it was confirmed that this would be a feature of the Phase 2 work.

7.

Funding & Delivery Mechanisms

7.1

Andrew Pritchard gave a verbal update on this work which was about to commence, and
which would be undertaken by GVA Bellfinger, and managed by Ken Harrison of the HS2
Growth Partnership reporting to the Strategic Board.

7.2

Andrew highlighted the importance of developing a robust funding model supported by an
effective delivery body, and that it would require the active engagement of the relevant
local authorities over the coming months to establish a proposition that commanded
widespread support.

7.3

Cllr Burrows highlighted the need for any HS2 delivery body to promote relevant sites
across the East Midlands, including those in Chesterfield.

8.

Chesterfield & Staveley Depot

8.1

Cllr Burrows and Steve Cannon introduced this report, which updated the Strategic Board
on the recent meeting of the Staveley Delivery Board.

8.2

Steve Cannon went on to outline revised terms of reference for the Delivery Board to
incorporate the development of an HS2 proposition for Chesterfield.

8.3

The Strategic Board agreed the revised terms of reference for the Delivery Board set out in
Appendix 1 of the report.
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ACTION
9.

Midlands Connect Update

9.1

Andrew Pritchard highlighted the recent announcement of a further £12 million+ to
support Midlands Connect for a further 3 years from March 2017.

9.2

Andrew also highlighted that the Midlands Connect Emerging Strategy was currently with
the DfT and would be published shortly.

10.

HS2 East Update

10.1

Andrew Pritchard highlighted the successful business event on the 4thNovember 2016 in
London which secured substantial media coverage, and that the next meeting would take
place in Edinburgh in April 2017 to highlight the importance of the Eastern Leg as a route
to Scotland.

11.

Any Other Business

11.1

Cllr Collins highlighted the importance of the electrification of the Midland Main Line to
the HS2 proposition in the East Midlands. The Strategic Board agreed to continue to make
representations to Government on this issue.

12.

Dates of Future Meetings
Cllr Cheryl Butler asked if future meetings could avoid Wednesdays because of work
commitments. (Efforts have been made to rearrange meetings dates, but diaries already
heavily committed).
25th January 2017
22nd March 2017
31st May 2017
26th July 2017
20th September 2017
29th November 2017

10.00 am to 12.00pm
10.00am to 12.00pm
11.00am to 1.00pm
11.00am to 1.00pm
10.00am to 12.00pm
11.00am to 1.00pm

All meetings at Loxley House unless otherwise specified.
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Executive
Team

East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board
25th January 2017
Item 3: Growth Strategy Delivery Update
1.

Introduction

1.1

This paper summarises current work on the development of the East Midlands HS2 Growth
Strategy. It goes on to set out a Commissioning Budget for the next phase of work up to the
submission of the Growth Strategy in July 2017, and draft briefs for three key pieces of work
that are proposed for procurement by the end of January 2017.

2.

Growth Strategy Tranche 2 Funding Submission

2.1

Following discussion at the last Strategic Board meeting and subsequent endorsement by
the EMC Executive Board and the D2N2 Board, a submission was made to the Government
to draw down the remaining £625,000 of Growth Strategy funding originally announced in
the Government s 2015 Command Paper on the 16th December 2016 (contained in Appendix
1 for information).

2.2

The Government has yet to make a formal response, but it is anticipated that the funds will
be made available by the end of March 2017. The total amount of funding available to
complete the Growth Strategy (excluding partner contributions & Midlands Connect funding)
will be:
GS Tranche 1 uncommitted:
GS Tranche 2
Total GS Funds Available

£308,000
£625,000
£933,000

3.

Proposed Commissioning Budget

3.1

Working with the HS2 Growth Partnership, a ‘commissioning budget’ has been developed
identifying the work that will need to be undertaken over the coming months to inform the
July 2017 submission (highlighted in orange below), and longer term work to inform the
development of the Phase 2b Hybrid bill (highlighted in green below).

Commission
Delivery & Funding
Mechanisms
Development
Infrastructure Funding
Toton Development
Framework
Chesterfield
Development
Framework

GS Funds
153,000
100,000
140,000

60,000

Description
This study is underway. An update report contained in Item 6 of this agenda.
A draft brief if this study is set out under Appendix 2 of this report. It will produce
a high level infrastructure capacity and needs exercise to demonstrate the scale of
investment required to deliver the Growth Strategy.
A draft brief for this study is set out under Appendix 3 of this report. It will
produce an ambitious yet realistic vision for the scale and form of development
around the Hub Station and a route map for its delivery. To be overseen by the
Hub Station Delivery Board.
This will be developed in partnership with Chesterfield Borough Council and
Derbyshire County Council, and will follow a similar format to the Toton
Development Framework. The Government expects that the study should be joint
funded with HS2 Growth Strategy resources allocated to Sheffield City Region. To
be overseen by the Chesterfield & Staveley Delivery Board.
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Skills Strategy Phase 2

50,000

Toton Freight Depot
Options Concept Study

25,000

M1 J25 Hub Station
Access Concept Study

25,000

Heavy Rail Shuttle
Concept Study
Tram Route
Assessment Concept
Hub Station Design
Support

25,000

A52 Corridor MMS

25,000
120,000
100,000

Classic Compatible Full
Business Case
Heavy Rail Access
including Trent
Junction
Programme
Management
Contingency
Total

3.2

60,000
50,000
933,000

A draft brief for this study is set out under Appendix 4 of this report. To be led by
Nottinghamshire County Council to inform the July 2017 submission.
This is a study to look at strategic options for re-locating the rail freight depot to
free up additional land at Toton for high value economic uses. To be taken forward
jointly with Network Rail to inform the July 2017 submission.
This is a study to develop an initial proposition for highway access to the Hub
Station building on work already carried out through Midlands Connect, to inform
the July 2017 submission.
This is a study to develop an initial strategic concept for heavy rail shuttle services
serving the Hub Station to inform the July 2017 submission.
This is a study to undertake an initial prioritisation on alternative tram/BRT routes
previously identified to inform the July 2017 submission.
This will be used to procure a specialist technical support to work with HS2 Ltd’s
design consultants (when procured) to inform the Phase 2b Hybrid Bill, to ensure
the Hub Station is capable of facilitating the delivery of the Growth Strategy.
This is an initial contribution to the development of a Multi-Modal Study for the
corridor that will inform the Phase 2b Hybrid Bill which will focus on model
development. Additional contributions from Midlands Connect, HE and HS2 Ltd
are anticipated to deliver the whole study.
This will be led by Midlands Connect and will build on EM work previously
undertaken and will inform the Phase 2b Hybrid Bill. No further EM Growth
Strategy contribution anticipated.
This will be led by Midlands Connect and will build on the Midlands Connect SOBC
work to be completed by the end of March 2017 and will inform the Phase 2b
Hybrid bill. No further EM Growth Strategy contribution anticipated.
Contributions towards HS2 Executive Team. Contributions (in-kind or cash)
secured/expected from key partners
Available to meet any budget shortfall or additional work

A large amount of inter-dependant technical work will be commissioned and delivered in a
short space of time in order to inform Growth Strategy submission in July 2017 (summarised
below). In line with the agreed MoU with the Strategic Board, The HS2 Growth Partnership will
play a key role in managing the delivery the work programme and ensuring that, as far as
possible, the consultants for different studies act as part of an integrated team.
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3.3

Draft briefs for three key studies are set out in appendices as described below. All were
discussed and agreed at the Growth Strategy Officer Group on the 13th January 2016:
•
•
•

Appendix 2:
Appendix 3:
Appendix 4:

Development and Infrastructure Study Draft Brief
Toton Development Framework Draft Brief
Skills Study Phase 2 Draft Brief

3.4

Briefs for the four ‘concept studies’ will be developed over the coming weeks. The brief for
the Chesterfield Development Framework will be developed through the Chesterfield &
Staveley Delivery Board.

3.5

The more detailed work to inform the Phase 2b Hybrid bill will take place over a longer timeperiod, with the transport elements being taken forward through the Midlands Connect 3 Year
Programme funded by additional £12 million of support announced by Government in
October 2016.

3.6

In order to ensure the programme remains on track, it may be necessary to go to
procurement on some of this work before the March meeting of the Strategic Board. As a
result it is proposed to give delegated authority to the Chair and Vice Chair of the Strategic
Board together with the Chair of the D2N2 LEP to agree further briefs before the next meeting
of the Strategic Board, where it is expedient to the deliver the agreed work programme.

4.

Recommendations

4.1

The Strategic Board is invited to:
•
•
•

Endorse the commissioning budget set out under item 3 of this report, subject to any
agreed amendments;
Endorse the draft briefs set out in appendices 2, 3 and 4, subject to any agreed
amendments; and
Give delegated authority to the Chair and Vice Chair of the Strategic Board and the
Chair of the D2N2 LEP to agree further briefs before the next meeting of the Strategic
Board where it is expedient to deliver the agreed work programme.

Key Contacts
Andrew Pritchard, East Midlands Councils: Andrew.Pritchard@emcouncils.gov.uk
David Ralph D2N2 LEP: david.ralph@d2n2lep.org
Ken Harrison HS2 Growth Partnership: kharrison@hs2gp.co.uk
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Delivery of an East Midlands
HS2 Growth Strategy
Submission to Government
For the Release of Tranche 2 Funding
16th December 2016
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1.

Realising the Economic Potential HS2 in the East Midlands

1.1

The development of an HS2 Hub Station at Toton serving the East Midlands has huge
economic potential. Our work to date has indicated that HS2 could boost regional
economic growth to a level above the projected UK average, creating an additional
74,000 jobs and £4 billion of GVA by 2042. This reflects the potential of the Hub
Station to radically improve connectivity between the local economies of the East
Midlands and those of the West Midlands, the North of England and Scotland, as
well as with London and the South East.

1.2

The Government’s HS2 Command Paper published in November 2015 made available
resources to develop an HS2 Growth Strategy for the East Midlands
Funding pre Route Announcement:
Funding post Route Announcement:

£625,000
£625,000

1.3

We have used the first tranche of funding to develop an Emerging Growth Strategy
document called ‘Fast Track to Growth’, which we submitted to Government on the
30th September 2016, and which is available at: http://www.emcouncils.gov.uk/HS2

1.4

This document set out proposals to use the second tranche of funding to complete
the Growth Strategy by July 2017. It includes a detailed work programme and
budget for key elements of work.

1.5

It has been developed in consultation with local partners and has been endorsed by
the East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board on the 18th November 2016. The Growth
Strategy will complement the Midlands Connect Strategy which together will include
measures to maximise the economic benefits of HS2 investment locally, regionally
and nationally, and also contribute to the delivery of the Government’s Midlands
Engine initiative.

2.

Progress to Date & Next Steps

2.1

‘Fast Track to Growth’ sets out robust baseline economic analysis which underpins a
clear sector strategy for boosting economic growth above the UK average. We have
identified key sites and locations which can help deliver this growth. From this we
have set out initial priorities for connecting these to the HS2 Network, and functional
design principles for the Hub Station which will facilitate this connectivity.
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Figure 1: Our Strategic Approach

2.2

The Growth Strategy will therefore be based on strong technical foundations.
Key next steps to finalise the Growth Strategy by July 2017 include:


Investment Masterplan and opportunities for key sites - linked to a
financial model and proposed funding mechanisms, including a phasing
approach to maximise private sector investment;



Chesterfield/Staveley: a clear strategy for HS2 related growth around
Chesterfield;



Delivery Mechanisms –a proposal for a local delivery vehicle for key site(s) –
linked to the funding model;



Skills & Supply Chain Strategy: a fully defined approach maximising
opportunities for local people that will cover rail related and wider
economic opportunities;



Connectivity Priorities: greater level of granularity for key priorities with
Strategic Outline Business Cases where appropriate;



Hub Station Design Support - further work to inform the development of
the station design for the Hybrid Bill; and



Implementation Plan: sequenced interventions required to deliver the
strategy over time
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3.

Governance

3.1

The funding for this East Midlands wide work has been made available through D2N2
LEP and as such Derbyshire County Council will act as the accountable body for the
Growth Strategy funding on behalf of D2N2. Expenditure will be certified jointly by
the D2N2 Chief Executive and the Derbyshire County Council S151 officer in line with
existing arrangements for the Local Growth Fund.

3.2

The HS2 Strategic Board will continue to meet on a regular basis and includes
representation from across the wider East Midlands Region and will make regular
reports to the D2N2 Board. The Strategic Board membership reflects the complex
geography of the area and the range of legitimate interests involved and has proved
successful in securing consensus on key issues to date, not least station location. The
Strategic Board will continue to be supported by two Delivery Boards focussed on
the Hub Station and Chesterfield/Staveley Maintenance Depot respectively, which
will play a more prominent role as the Growth Strategy moves towards
implementation.

3.3

All three Boards are supported by a small Executive Team and wider Officer Group
drawn from the relevant councils, LEPs and statutory agencies.

D2N2 Board
East Midlands HS2
Strategic Board

Hub Station
Delivery Board

Chesterfield/Staveley Depot
Delivery Board

HS2 Executive Team

Growth Strategy Officer Group
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4.

Existing & Proposed Work Programme

4.1

The outline of work programme to deliver an HS2 East Midlands Growth Strategy
was discussed an agreed by the EM HS2 Strategic Board on the 14th October 2015,
(summarised below) and remains the basis for our work:

4.2

The work completed to date has focussed on Stage 1 and preparing the groundwork
for Stages 2 and 3. As a result we have been able to establish a strong and
integrated strategic approach that targets job growth in key sectors through the
delivery of key sites and connectivity to the HS2 network. The focus for the next
phase will be on developing initial outline business cases for key infrastructure
improvements required at an early stage, constructing a financial model that can
help to forward fund capital investment, and proposals for an effective delivery
body.

4.3

In undertaking this activity, we will work closely with the HS2 Growth Partnership
(HS2GP) make use of relevant skills and knowledge from elsewhere in the UK and
Europe. In particular, HS2GP will project manage work on funding and delivery
mechanisms that will provide the evidence to underpin a clear and realistic delivery
programme.
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4.4

The final Growth Strategy submitted in July 2017 will:






4.5

articulate a clear narrative for the delivery of HS2 in the East Midlands;
identify key additional interventions that will add value to the HS2 baseline in
terms of land value uplift, productivity, GVA, housing and jobs;
prioritise those interventions and determine the optimum phasing for delivery;
set out land use and mobility masterplans that provide a clear spatial context for
investment; and
set out a costed and viable delivery plan which includes proposals for
partnership funding, risk management and procurement, and a preferred model
of local delivery.

A detailed work programme covering the period 2015 to 2017 is set out below.

Stage 1a: Confirm HS2 Baseline
Work to Date
A paper has been produced and discussed with
DfT/HS2 Ltd on the 5th April 2016.

Total Cost: Nil
Work to Complete
Continuous engagement required with DfT/HS2 Ltd as
the proposition develops to inform the Hybrid bill.

Stage 1b: Identify Economic Opportunities
Work to Date
Comprehensive Economic Opportunities Study
completed in September 2016 and used to
inform the Emerging Growth Strategy. Follow on
‘Deep Dives’ into two potential development
scenarios for the Hub Station nearing completion

Total Cost: £165,000
Work to Complete
An assessment of the potential for a visitor attraction
the Hub Station has been made. A further assessment
on the potential for a university based innovation hub
will be completed by the end of January 2017.

Broxtowe and Chesterfield Borough Councils
have agreed land use masterplans for the Hub
Station and Staveley Depot sites respectively –
both included within the Emerging Growth
Strategy.

A study looking into potential for HS2 related growth
around Chesterfield will be required if the Government
accepts HS2 Ltd’s revised proposition for serving
Sheffield. With input from Sheffield City Region.

Erewash Borough Council has agreed a nonstatutory HS2 Area Plan which identifies key
regeneration priorities for the Borough.
Stage 1c: Identify Connectivity Opportunities
Work to Date
An assessment of the costs and economic
benefits of a northern facing classic compatible
link at the Hub Station has been completed,
which informed the Emerging Growth Strategy

Total Cost: £20,000
Work to Complete
To be taken forward through Midlands Connect with
input from TfN and HS2 Ltd.

Stage 1d: Identify Potential funding and Delivery Mechanisms
Total Cost: £240,000
Work to Date
Work to Complete
Consultants GVA Bellfinger have been appointed
The work will encompass the development of a
to lead this work with strategic input from the
financial model which will be the basis for a prioritised
HS2 Growth Partnership.
delivery plan, and proposals for a Delivery Vehicle that
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will secure the development of key sites and projects.
The analysis will contribute to the outputs delivered
through 2b and 3b (below)

Stage 1e: Identify Skills Opportunities
Work to Date
A phase one piece of work has been completed
with input from Rail Forum East Midlands setting
out initial priorities for skills development related
to the rail industry, which has informed the
Emerging Growth Strategy

Total Cost: £60,000
Work to Complete
A more detailed approach which also looks at the wider
skills requirements of Growth Strategy and supply chain
priorities, which a clear action plan and implementation
mechanisms.

Stage 1f: Agree Station Design Principles
Work to Date
An initial piece of work setting out key principles
and an indicative layout was undertaken with
Farrells which has informed the Emerging Growth
Strategy.

Total Cost: £50,000
Work to Complete
Further more detailed work will be combined with 3c
below to inform the Hybrid Bill process, working closely
with HS2 Ltd and the HS2 Design Panel.

Stage 2a: Develop Prioritisation Methodology
Work to Date
Midlands Connect methodology is not sufficiently
detailed for the purposes of the Growth Strategy.

Total Cost: £15,000
Work to Complete
This work will be now be combined with 3a

Stage 2b: Assess and Prioritise Interventions
Work to Date
An initial assessment of options for tram
connectivity setting out potential route
alignments and indicative costings has been
completed and used to inform the Emerging
Growth Strategy

Total Cost: £650,000
Work to Complete
Expediting the work to develop the Mass Transit
Strategy to identify prioritises routes with revised costs
and an assessment of economic benefits by July 2017.

A bid for LLM funding has been made to the DfT
to take forward this work in the context of the
proposed Mass Transit Strategy.

Development of a multi-modal transport area
encompassing the Greater Derby and Greater
Nottingham areas which can be used to help determine
the most effective mix of highway and public transport
interventions.

Network Rail has completed a high level
engineering assessment of options for heavy rail
connectivity to the Hub Station.

Further detail on the costs and benefits of key
infrastructure requirements that can be developed
during CP6 for later implementation.

Midlands Connect is undertaking work to develop
a strategic enhancement to Trent Junction.
Highways England have undertaken some initial
scoping of options for access to the Hub Station
from the A52.
The A52 between Derby and Nottingham is an
emerging Midlands Connect Priority.
Derby City are undertaking an initial study
looking at improvements to the A52 in the Derby
area and options for Bus Rapid Transit - to be
completed in January 2017

Initial priorities for highway improvements consistent
with the Midlands Connect Strategy - to be subject to
assessment through the development of the Mass
Transit Strategy as part a multi-modal approach to
connectivity.

Completion of a study to identify Initial priorities - to be
subject to further assessment through the
development of the Mass Transit Strategy and
associated multi-modal transport model.
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Options for local road access to the Hub Station
(for buses, taxis and cyclists) have been
considered in the context of 1f

To be developed in context of the Mass Transit Strategy
and associated multi-modal transport model.

Stage 2c: Develop Full Business Cases
Work to Date
No substantive work has been undertaken

Total Cost £75,00
Work to Complete
Initial Outline Business Cases for key enabling
infrastructure which included cost ranges and an
assessment of transport and wider economic benefits

Stage 3a: Prepare Implementation Plan
Work to Date
No substantive work has been undertaken

Total Cost £75,000
Work to Complete
Development of a costed and sequenced
implementation plan for key developments and
enabling infrastructure, with proposals to address
identified funding gaps. To be informed by analysis
undertaken through 1d

Stage 3b: Identify & Promote Investment Opportunities
Total Cost £95,000
Work to Date
Work to Complete
Initial work undertaken through 1b
Development of an investable master plan or
regeneration framework for the area around the Hub
Station, and for Chesterfield/Staveley that can help
deliver the necessary public and private investment. To
be informed by analysis undertake through 1d
Stage 3c: Agree Detailed Station Design
Work to Date
As 1f
A meeting took place with the HS2 Design Panel
on the 7th October 2016 – HS2 Ltd response to
report awaited.

Total Cost £80,000
Work to Complete
Development and resourcing of a collaborative
approach with HS2 Ltd, the HS2 Design Panel and other
relevant stakeholders to ‘co-design’ the Hub Station
proposition

Programme Management (2015-2017)
Total Cost: £240,000
Establishment of a small Executive Team to deliver the Growth Strategy, including the part time
secondment of a senior officer from East Midlands Councils, the D2N2 Chief Executive and staff from
relevant councils.
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4.6

A Summary financial table is set out below.

Description

1a) Confirm HS2 Baseline
1b) Identify Economic
Opportunities
1c) Identify Connectivity
Opportunities
1d) Identify Potential
Funding and Delivery
Mechanisms
1e) Identify Skills
Opportunities
1f) Agree Station Design
Principles
2a) Develop Prioritisation
Methodology
2b) Assess & Prioritise
Interventions
2c) Develop Full Business
Cases
3a) Prepare Implementation
Plan
3b) Identify & Promote
Investment Opportunities
3c) Agree Station Design
Principles
Programme Management
Total

DfT T1
Contribution
60,000

DfT
Committed
by Nov 2016
60,000

20,000

22,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

20,000

-

-

60,000

30,000

-

-

20,000

50,000

15,000

-

-

-

15,000

95,000

-

-

-

75,000

-

75,000

-

-

75,000

-

75,000

-

-

95,000

-

95,000

-

-

80,000

-

80,000

320,000

60,000
£625,000

60,000
£317,000
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DfT T2
Contribution

Partner
Contribution

60,000

45,000

-

-

20,000

-

240,000

180,000

60,000
£625,000

330,000

120,000
£515,000

Total Cost

165,000

650,000

240,000
£1,765,000

5

Links to Midlands Connect

5.1

The East Midlands Hub Station at Toton, along with Birmingham Curzon Street, UK
Central and now Chesterfield will be one of four stations with HS2 connectivity
serving the Midlands – five given the role of Crewe. The Midlands Connect initiative
offers an opportunity to maximise the collective economic benefits of HS2
connectivity across the Midlands. The allocation of £5 million from the Department
for Transport will enable the development of a Strategic Transport Strategy for the
Midlands setting clear investment priorities by March 2017. Work on this is now
nearing completion.

5.2

All the East Midland LEP’s and East Midlands Councils have been heavily involved in
the development of Midlands Connect to date. Regular reports on Midlands Connect
have been made to the East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board.

5.3

A key element of the Midlands Connect work programme will be ensuring that the
Midlands is ‘HS2 Ready’ The East Midlands Growth Strategy Manager for the East
Midlands will also work part time as part of the Midlands Connect Project Team to
manage the delivery of the ‘HS2 Ready Work Package’. This will ensure maximum
complementarity between the East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy and the Midlands
Connect Transport Strategy.

5.4

The allocation of a further £12 million to Midlands Connect over the next three years
will enable the further work to be undertaken on the delivery of key priorities
identified in March 2017, and the potential establishment of the Sub National
Transport Body. Key relevant priorities are likely to include:


Supporting the development of a multi-modal solution to the challenges of the
A52 Corridor between Derby and Nottingham, including access to the Hub
Station, the development of a Mass Transit Strategy and highway improvements
to address residual travel demand;



Strategic enhancements to rail capacity that will facilitate effective heavy rail
connectivity to the Hub station as well as improvements to east-west rail
connectivity across the Midlands generally; and



Working with HS2 Ltd and Transport for the North on a network-wide
proposition for further connections to HS2 and classic compatible running
generally.
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6
6a)

Appendices
Board Terms of Reference & Membership
East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board












Terms of Reference
to provide leadership and direction on strategic issues relating to HS2;
to act as the ‘place to go’ for business leaders and local authorities on matters
relating to HS2;
to liaise at a strategic level with HS2 Ltd, the proposed national regeneration
company and other government agencies;
to receive and consider reports from the Station and Maintenance Depot Delivery
Boards;
to develop close links with local authorities and organisations outside the East
Midlands to build support for the eastern arm;
to consider and provide a co-ordinated response to initiatives and proposals from
HS2 Ltd, DfT and other relevant organisations;
to work with Network Rail and the rail industry to achieve closer integration of the
high speed and ‘classic’ rail networks, ensure effective use of released capacity for
passenger and freight services, and to protect and promote the interests of
existing rail users;
to secure the resources necessary to support the work of the Strategic Board and
the two Delivery Boards;
to provide a focus for media enquiries and develop a strategy to promote the
interests of the region and the Board’s constituent members.
Membership































Derby City Council
Nottingham City Council (Chair)
Leicester City Council
Derbyshire County Council (Vice
Chair)
Leicestershire County Council
Nottinghamshire County Council
Northamptonshire County Council
Ashfield District Council
Chesterfield Borough Council
Broxtowe Borough Council
Erewash Borough Council
NW Leicestershire District Council
East Midlands Airport
East Midlands Further Education
Colleges
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D2N2 LEP
Leicester & Leicestershire LEP
East Midlands Chamber
Rail Forum East Midlands
East Midlands TUC
Institution of Civil Engineers
NET
HS2 Ltd
HS2 Growth Partnership
Department for Transport
Network Rail
Highways England
HMG Cities & Local Growth Unit
East Midlands Councils (Secretariat)

Hub Station Delivery Board




Terms of Reference
to develop a master plan for the long term development of the Hub Station and
surrounding area in consultation with the Greater Nottingham Joint Planning
Advisory Board;
to work with the LEP and business leaders to maximise the growth potential of the
site whilst protecting and enhancing the economic well-being of town and city
centres;
to develop plans to provide effective links to town and city centres in co-operation
with the Highways England, Network Rail, highway authorities and other transport
providers;
to ensure compatibility with the statutory planning process in consultation with the
Greater Nottingham Joint Planning Advisory Board;
to identify a work programme, infrastructure requirements and the resources
needed to deliver an effective growth strategy;
to agree and oversee the commissioning of specialist technical studies;
to make recommendations to the Strategic Board.












Membership
Broxtowe Borough Council (Chair & Secretariat)
Erewash Borough Council
Nottingham City Council
Derby City Council
Nottinghamshire County Council
Derbyshire County Council
HS2 Ltd
Highways England
Network Rail
East Midlands Councils
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Staveley Maintenance Depot Delivery Board























Terms of Reference
To develop a strategy for economic growth in Chesterfield and central and northern
Derbyshire/Nottinghamshire based on the proposals for a Maintenance Depot at
Staveley and high speed services to Chesterfield
To develop a connectivity plan for Chesterfield Station for all users (car, bus, train,
taxi, cycle, pedestrians), including consideration of classic rail services and eastwest links
To co-ordinate land-use planning and development in the vicinity of the station to
maximise economic growth.
To conjunction with HS2 Ltd, Network Rail, and train operators to develop
proposals for station improvements, including access arrangements and
consideration of platform capacity
To promote the case for at least two high speed train services per hour to
Chesterfield and for additional services consequent to the completion of the ‘loop’
north of Sheffield, whilst protecting the provision of conventional services
To develop a plan for the provision of a Maintenance Depot at Staveley consistent
with economic development, planning and highway aspirations for the area and to
promote its use as a construction site for the main HS2 project
To work with HS2 Ltd, the LEP, business leaders, local authorities, land owners and
local/community organisations to promote awareness of the growth potential of
HS2
To plan for and promote a training facility in the Staveley area in conjunction with
HS2 Ltd, the national high speed rail college, education providers and the East
Midlands Rail Forum
To ensure compatibility with the statutory planning process and planned
infrastructure proposals in consultation with the relevant local authorities
to identify a work programme, infrastructure requirements and the resources
needed to maximise the economic potential of the maintenance depot and
associated developments
To agree and oversee the commissioning of specialist technical studies
To make recommendations to the Strategic Board.
Membership
Chesterfield Borough Council (Chair)
Derbyshire County Council (Secretariat)
HS2 Ltd
Network Rail
D2N2 LEP
Further Education representatives
East Midlands Councils
Sheffield City Region (to be invited)
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Growth Strategy Officer Group
Terms of Reference





to oversee delivery of the East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy in accordance with
the framework agreed by the HS2 Strategic Board;
to advise the HS2 Strategic Board and Delivery Boards on relevant matters relating
to the delivery of the Growth Strategy;
to advise on the scope of technical studies necessary to deliver the Growth
Strategy, provide technical oversight and sign off reports to the Strategic Board as
appropriate;
To provide oversight to the Growth Strategy Budget, advising the D2N2 Chief
Executive and Section 151 Officer as appropriate;
Membership

























Derby City Council
Nottingham City Council
Leicester City Council
Derbyshire County Council
Leicestershire County Council
Nottinghamshire County Council
Ashfield District Council
Chesterfield Borough Council
Broxtowe Borough Council
Erewash Borough Council
NW Leicestershire District Council
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East Midlands Airport
D2N2 LEP
Leicester & Leicestershire LEP
HS2 Ltd
HS2 Growth Partnership
Department for Transport
Network Rail
Highways England
HMG Cities & Local Growth Unit
Homes & Communities Agency
East Midlands Councils (Secretariat)

6b) Delivery Gant Chart
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East Midlands HS2 Growth
Strategy – Development
Infrastructure Funding (DiF) Study
(Infrastructure Planning) –
Consultancy Service Specification

January 2017
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

This development infrastructure commission will help to inform the East Midlands Hs2
Growth Strategy. There emerging strategy, which identifies the potential for 74,000
additional jobs and £4bn GVA uplift can be found at the link below. This commission
will help to further develop that vision for the area around the East Midlands Hs2 Hub
station at Toton.
http://www.d2n2lep.org/write/Documents/growth-strategy/East-Midlands-HS2-GrowthStrategy.pdf

1.2.

D2N2 LEP, East Midlands Councils and Hs2 Growth Partnership (the “Client”) are
seeking to appoint an infrastructure planning led, multidisciplinary team to prepare a
high level Development Infrastructure Funding (DiF) study as part of the evidence base
underpinning the East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy. They will need to be supported
by cost consultants and a commercial agency team that are capable of providing high
level commercial appraisals. This will be for infrastructure specifically related to
development and growth as distinct from Hs2 and strategic road network investments.
The DiF will be based on high level development frameworks and indicative
masterplans for the two East Midland station sites. There will be a particular focus on
Toton, as the East Midlands Hub Station, but also consideration of the development
potential around Chesterfield station.

1.3.

The appointed consultant will form part of a consultancy team including:
a) Bilfinger GVA – appointed to lead a funding and delivery mechanisms study for
the East Midlands Growth Strategy… they are supported by Amion Consulting;
b) Consultants TBD – appointed to prepare a Development Framework and
indicative masterplan for the HS2 Toton Hub Station area that will sit alongside
and be informed (and visa versa) by the DiF study subject of this brief;
c) Consultants TBD – appointed to prepare a Development Framework and
indicative masterplan for the Chesterfield Station area that will similarly sit
alongside and be informed (and visa versa) by the DiF study subject of this brief;
d) Consultants (plural) TBD – appointed to undertake various high level infrastructure
concept scheme development that might inform (and be informed by) the
Framework as follows:
- DB Schenker and NR sidings relocation options study
- Jct25 & A52 (SRN) and Toton HS2 station access - concept study
- Heavy Rail - Shuttle Link concept study
- Mass Transit Integration study
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1.4.

The Client requires an infrastructure planning team with expert knowledge and recent
experience in developing and working with partners to Development Infrastructure
Funding studies or similar e.g. infrastructure delivery plans for transformational
development programmes. The supporting team should be similarly experienced in
providing cost consultancy.

1.5.

This is principally a high level infrastructure capacity and needs exercise to
demonstrate the scale of infrastructure commensurate to the capacity of the existing
networks and the development and growth ambition emerging alongside the DiF study.
This ambition will be established through the development framework studies
underpinning the emerging East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy that is due to be
finalised for submission to government in July 2017.

1.6.

The HS2 Growth Strategy covers the wider East Midlands region, but the purpose of
the DiF study will be specifically to consider a high level infrastructure assessment for
the specific development and growth ambitions in the immediate environment of the
HS2 stations. These will be defined through the two development framework studies
(Toton and Chesterfield) running alongside the single DiF study subject of this brief.
The development framework study for Toton will include a high level review of city
centre development opportunities with a particular focus on Derby and Nottingham.
The DiF should similarly include a high level red flag analysis and commentary but will
not be expected to include any quantitative analysis beyond any published sources that
might be available.

1.7.

The development frameworks and indicative masterplans for the sites have been
commissioned separately through D2N2/ HS2GP for Toton Hub and through
Chesterfield Borough Council for Chesterfield Station area. They will need to be
informed by the infrastructure planning team appointed for the DiF Study. Visa-versa
each of the development framework study will inform the DiF as part of the dynamic
consultant team model highlighted above (para 1.2). Similarly, the DiF will need to be
informed by the high level infrastructure concept studies. In particular, it will need to
consider and the team appointed likely will need to inform the initial high level concept
study/ review of the rail sidings and depot relocation possibilities as this will itself is
likely to be dependent on the development that might be realised in its place.

1.8.

Services in a number of fields, broadly categorised as ‘infrastructure planning’
specialisms with expertise of working on large scale mixed use developments will be
required. To include transport, utilities, environmental and social infrastructure,
stakeholder engagement and cost consultancy advice. The Client expects the
masterplanning team to work closely with the other consultants appointed with the HS2
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Growth Partnership providing Programme Management support to assist in
sequencing and aligning the commissions and associated key deliverables. In
particular, the funding and delivery mechanisms study team who have already been
appointed by D2N2 LEP. That team is led by BGVA and as part of their high level
financial appraisals they will need the inputs of the infrastructure planning team
including costs. The appointed consultant working with BGVA will effectively form the
DiF team for the purposes of this brief.
1.9.

In summary, the DiF study should provide a high level viability picture through providing
an assessment of potential values (based on the development scenarios provided
through the Development Framework study) and costs associated with the
infrastructure necessary to enable ambition. This will enable the funding challenge to
be assessed i.e. any gap between value and the costs associated with the
infrastructure necessary to make the development happen. From this high level
baseline, the BGVA and Amion team can then start to consider the possible funding
and delivery mechanisms that may need to be considered.

1.10. As mentioned the work will be informed by the more detail site analysis being
undertaken for the 154+ ha HS2 Toton Hub station site. In terms of Infrastructure
planning, in addition to development based growth, the analysis will need to consider
wider infrastructure/ capacity building elements including the plans and programmes of
national, regional and local agencies to enhance connectivity and therefore growth
capacity in the area. These will include plans by Highways England, HS2, NET,
together with Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire County Councils and any reasonable
apportionment of cost together with the associated additional network capacity
implications (+ or -) which these infrastructure ambitions may generate. These will
include HS2 station and associated infrastructure e.g. car parking, NET Tram
extensions etc. The DiF will need to be informed by the plans, programme and
sequencing of these key initiatives and this may require primary research/ discussions
with relevant infrastructure providers.
1.11. The DiF will also need to make assumptions on sequencing based on the information
available at the time. From the programming of major infrastructure to the development
trajectory. The latter will be worked up principally by the masterplanning leads for the
respective development frameworks in consultation with BGVA and Amion Consulting.
The DiF team should also input into this phasing programme in terms of infrastructure
carrying capacity and critical trigger points in the necessary evolution of the
infrastructure serving the areas and the development proposed.
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1.12. As with all scalable developments of this kind it important to ensure first and foremost
that the structure of the place is optimised yet flexible enough to accommodate
changing circumstances. The indicative masterplan for the framework areas will
highlight those key components. This applies to the key access points, internal road
structure (streets endure for centuries while buildings come and go), public spaces
considering transport, environmental and social needs and appropriate levels of
services including utilities.
1.13. The infrastructure requirements identified by the DiF will include transport, social and
environment e.g. highways, bridges, car parking, tunnels/ underpasses, affordable
housing, education, health, leisure and community facilities, public realm, utilities and
services including business technology/ broadband, internet, public transport (including
public transport interchange), employment and training, emergency services, arts and
culture, public open space and play space. These are set out in Section 3 (Section A).
Working with the client/ wider consultancy team, the appointed consultant will need to
establish the assumptions underpinning infrastructure assessment and especially in
light of any critical dependencies e.g. with some of the key concept studies due to run
alongside the DiF study e.g. high level concept feasibility study linked to relocating the
existing sidings.
1.14. DIF studies have previously been prepared for Vauxhall/ Nine Elms/ Battersea, White
City and more recently Old Oak Common in London and UKC Hub in Solihull. This
latter example is directly related to the HS2 Growth Strategy agenda.
1.15. The HS2 Toton Hub DIF will be used as part of the evidence base for the East Midlands
Hs2 Growth Strategy and associated needs that may emerge. This is currently in
preparation with an emerging Growth Strategy launched in November 2016 and with a
view to submission of a final Growth Strategy in July 2017. The study outputs will
provide the raw materials to contribute to wider financial and delivery modelling work
and linked to the development of the business case to be developed.
1.16. In addition to Hs2 itself there are a number of complementary infrastructure investment
opportunities including:
- Midland Connect and Highways England RIS2 – a strategy looking at the A52 and
strategic access improvements linked to Hs2;
- Mass Transit - plugging the site into the areas award winning mass transit/ public
transport offer. This includes extending the NET tram services from the existing Toton
Lane P&R site. This will enable direct access to HS2 to/from important economic assets
on the eastern side of Nottingham and in Broxtowe e.g. University EZ, NG2 and
Beeston town centre.
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- Heavy rail shuttle services between the HS2 station and the city centres of
Nottingham, Derby and Leicester.
1.21 For the purpose of the DiF the assumption should be made that these schemes will be
separately funded barring the potential for an appropriate s106 or CIL contribution for
local transport improvements that may make a contribution towards the Tram
extension.
1.22 The context in terms of planning for the main opportunity site that lie immediately
adjacent to the HS2 Hub station is set out in a Cabinet report to Broxtowe Borough
Council in December 2015 which can be found at
http://www.Broxstowe.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=33289&p=0 (see pages 30-100).
This defines the opportunity sites put forward as specific allocations in revisions to the
Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan following public consultation.
1.23 Policy 2 of the Core Strategy sets out the spatial strategy and development
requirements for Broxtowe. This includes a minimum of 6,150 new homes between
2011 and 2028 to include:
A strategic location for growth on land east and west of Toton Lane including Toton
Sidings in the vicinity of the proposed HS2 station at Toton in Broxtowe.
This will include a minimum of 500 homes with the appropriate mix of this and other
development to be recommended by the Broxtowe HS2 Working Group and
determined in Broxtowe’s Part 2 Local Plan.
Significant new employment development will take place in the following areas:
Land in the vicinity of the proposed HS2 station at Toton in Broxtowe.
For development in the vicinity of the proposed HS2 Station, the Core Strategy includes
the following minimum development requirements in different parts of the Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

500 homes.
18,000 square metres of employment development.
16 hectares of green infrastructure.
Not prejudicing the road access to the HS2 station.
Not prejudicing the tram access to the HS2 station.

In addition Broxtowe Council’s Cabinet, at its meeting in December 2014, specified that
the following points should be included in the consultation in February 2015:
•
•

Adequate land for a school expansion.
Only local (not strategic) scale retail in any new local centre.
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•
•

Footpath maps up dating.
A north/south wildlife corridor.

1.24 Page 76 of the Cabinet report includes recommendations arising from a design review
of the consultation undertaken by OPUN. A helpful summary of additional
considerations put forward by Erewash Borough Council is provided on page 77 of the
report and should be given appropriate consideration in this commission as part of the
wider aspirations for the area.

Fig 1. Visionary Concept for Toton Station – based on preliminary work to date
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Fig 2. Composite Broxtowe Plan – indicative land use allocations – See APPENDIX 1

1.25 The work undertaken to date has helped provide a high level visual for a small part of
the area around the station (figure 1 above) and land use plan (figure 2 above).
However, in order to inform the growth strategy and provide an indication of costs,
values, funding and delivery a more robust indicative design baseline will be required
to inform the associated studies and provide additional confidence and certainty. This
will deliver a 3D model and set of visualisations to help articulate the potential within
the Principal Study Area. This would be based on indicative plots providing a platform
for more detailed floorspace schedules. It will sit alongside and be informed by related
concept studies to check the underlying assumptions that gave rise to the original vision
and land use mix highlighted above. These assumptions include relocating the sidings
and secondly that infrastructure investment to enhance access to the site can provide
sufficient capacity to facilitate the scale of growth and connectivity over and above that
required for the HS2 station itself.
1.26 Whilst reference in the Broxtowe report is made to the Principal Site Area, at 154ha+,
being comparable in scale to the Birmingham Interchange (triangle) site being
developed as part of Phase 1 of HS2, care will need to be taken not to take this out of
context. The client team recognise that site in Solihull Borough is clearly defined and
contained within the strategic road network that’s bounds it on three sides (M42, A45
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and A452). The context for that site is a wider area known as UK Central Hub that is in
excess of 1,300ha and includes JLR’s largest manufacturing site, Birmingham Airport
and National Exhibition Centre with surrounding development land opportunities of
several hundred acres.
1.27 Currently the surrounding urban areas of Broxtowe and Long Eaton suffer from
severance associated with existing rail infrastructure and natural features e.g. Erewash
Valley. Similarly, despite proximity to the strategic road network (M1 and A52), the main
routes are heavily congested. Local routes to communities are in many instances
conflated with strategic routes especially at key junctions on the A52 and M1 Junction
25. There are opportunities for significant improvements to be made to strategic
network that could significant improve access through the area, and conditions in which
public transport can more effectively operate. The client team are working closely with
Highways England to explore options.
1.28 As highlighted in Para 1.19 of the emerging Growth Strategy (see link in Para 1.1
(above) the scale of ambition for Chesterfield is defined by the Town Centre Masterplan
and
of
2015.
https://www.chesterfield.gov.uk/masterplan
Staveley http://staveleyworks-regeneration.com/the-area-action-plan/

Fig.3 Staveley Masterplan
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2.

Stage 1 - DiF Baseline Conditions

2.1

Stage 1 of the DiF will consider the Primary Study Areas as defined in Appendix 1
including Toton (sites in Broxtowe and Erewash) and Chesterfield. It will create a high
level baseline of existing and proposed transport, environment, social and utilities
infrastructure. This will be based on existing services around the key sites and capacity
access opportunities. It should be based on discussions with the responsible bodies
and providers. During this stage, the team will also work closely with BGVA to create
an appropriate appraisal and pivot model including anticipated high level assumptions.

2.2

The baseline report will be built on existing available data and the outcomes of any
relevant previous studies across the Masterplan areas. It will provide the overview in
readiness for more detailed analysis based on the indicative masterplans as they
emerge.

2.3

Key tasks expected of the consultant in stage 1, will include:
a)

2.4

Collecting and analysing baseline information

A wide range of baseline data will be made available to the consultant, where available,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

local, regional and national planning framework and planning permissions
existing land use patterns: buildings and open space etc.
physical condition of land
existing infrastructure (surface and sub-surface, drainage, power and
telecommunications etc.) and its condition and suitability for development
heritage and cultural assets and listed buildings
ecology and environmental assets and green infrastructure
technical, environmental and transport surveys
existing movement and access provision (traffic, public transport,
pedestrians, cyclists etc.)
utilities
existing demography (social and economic)
existing land and building ownerships (where known)
known legal constraints
Confirmation of key contacts relating to infrastructure providers and statutory
bodies to be specified the appointed consultant.
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Consultants will establish an infrastructure baseline based on the information supplied
above and other information gathered from relevant agencies.
b) Establishing a base model for high level appraisals – development &
infrastructure
2.5

Working jointly with BGVA as the commercial agency lead to build an appropriate
model to run an appropriate DiF assessment to include development costs and values
and infrastructure costs (and values where relevant e.g. car parking) and associated
assumptions.

2.6

Consultants will be expected engage with the other members of the consultant team in
reviewing this information to ensure that outputs are integrated and aligned. They will
also be expected to engage with the East Midlands HS2 Officer Group.
c) Input into framework development

2.7

The consultant should take on the role of critical friend as part of the team reviewing
the emerging development frameworks and their respective indicative masterplans with
a view to integrating their findings on the infrastructure baseline and requirements
moving forward. Having built the assumptions and a model the DiF team can start to
plausibility test some of the emerging development proposals emerging through the
frameworks.

2.10

In summary, the deliverables from Stage 1 would be expected to include:
- Output 1:
Technical Infrastructure Baseline Report for both a) the site; and b) the wider subregion
- Output 2:
Pivot Model with assumptions constructed and ready for inputs from indicative master
plans (stage 2): - costs, values, trajectory/ phasing assumptions.
- Output 3 (indirect):
A high level Infrastructure Framework that can support the emergence of plausible
Development Frameworks and indicative masterplans for the primary study area sites.
Albeit the latter will ultimately be an output of development framework commissions.
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3.

Stage 2 – Analysis

3.1

This second stage of the process is taking the baseline, the model and the framework
outputs including indicative masterplans and floorspace schedules to run the model
and establish the viability and potential funding gap of the realising the vision. This will
establish a costed infrastructure schedule and a delivery trajectory aligned to the
development and evolution of these new places.
- Output 4:
Defined costs and values associated with proposed development and associated
infrastructure sufficient to inform the development of a business case and to inform the
Funding and Delivery Mechanisms study.
- Output 5:
An outline infrastructure delivery plan including phasing schedule to support the
development framework and funding and delivery mechanisms study.

4.

Study Integration
a) Feasibility appraisals

4.1

BGVA will work with the appointed consultants at every step of the process and in
particular to ensure the DiF is grounded in the established market and economic
context. Further that study will also consider the funding mechanisms that may need to
be considered in order to address any cash flow or funding gaps identified through the
financial analysis and delivery trajectory.
b) Infrastructure and connectivity needs

4.5

The Consultant will be experienced in a range of infrastructure considerations including
transport. However, the appointed design/ masterplanning lead consultant preparing
the framework documents will also be expected to have transport planners on board
as part of the place design component. Their role will be around ensure that the
structure and design of the place works from a site access perspective. This will be
complemented by the DiF Infrastructure team who can provide a further sense check
but principally will be engaged to assist in establishing the cost and development
assumptions around transport and wider infrastructure including:
• Mass transit links*
• Highways infrastructure*
• Bridges
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• Access
• Car parking*
• Social and community infrastructure*
• Utilities*
• Other Enabling infrastructure TBD*
*the consultant will be supported by other members of the consultant team and
associated study outputs e.g. Development Framework, indicative masterplans and
associated floorspace specifications. They will need to utilise the scale plans prepared
by the masterplan team to build the associated infrastructure schedules, phasing
schedules and costs. These will inform both the development frameworks (and
development phasing) and the delivery and funding mechanisms studies.
c) Delivery Strategy & Implementation Plan
4.6

Working with the wider consultant teams and the client team, the Consultant should
identify the infrastructure elements that are (a) essential and (b) desired to deliver the
transformational change envisaged by partners and the economic benefits sought.

4.7

In considering phasing and delivery the consultant should help to inform an
implementation plan which describes the processes and timing of transformational
change for the area over the next 25 years plus.

4.8

BGVA and Amion will lead an Implementation/ Delivery Plan assessment but will look
to the consultant to provide infrastructure inputs. This is likely to include, but not be
limited to the following considerations:
• Timetable and phasing of developments including the identification of key
priorities for infrastructure and development investment (the big moves
essential to delivery)
• Realistic cash flow analysis indicating peak borrowing
• Funding sources and funding options
• Innovative finance and funding mechanisms to maximise value capture and
inward investment
• Delivery vehicles options (including a Urban Regeneration Company)
• Partners and stakeholders
• Risk analysis and risk mitigation strategy
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d) Masterplan Programme and Governance
4.9

The Client requires the Consultant to provide all five outputs by end of June 2017. We
welcome bidder’s proposals for engaging with the client in relation to the approach and
programme for the work, but have agreed an indicative programme based on the
following key milestones for all (not only the study subject to this brief), of the following
four study types:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Funding & Delivery Mechanisms Study (already committed)
Concept Development Frameworks Study
DiF study for key sites
Strategic Infrastructure Concept (Key Moves) Studies – e.g. 4 schemes

The key milestones for study type 3 are highlighted in figure 3 below which relate to
this brief are ‘f’ (appointment); ‘g’ (draft report); ‘h’ (final report); and ‘p’ (presentations
to stakeholders.
4.10 The above listed study types are numbered in the table below. It looks to synchronise
with the programme for the main study (Study 1) being undertaken by BGVA an Amion.
Fig.3 Aligned & Integrated Programme
Study

Dec

Jan

1

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

*a
*b
*c

P
*d

2, 3, 4

p

*e
proc

f
*g
*h

p

* Key Deliverables:
a/f

Inception Report – revising and confirming programme and next steps to be agreed by study reference
group.

b

Scoping Report – highlighting key issues and dependencies for the study to address
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c/g

Draft Study Report

d/h

Final Study Report

e

STUDY briefs/ scope of works agreed

p

Presentations

4.10 It is proposed that the above milestones need to be streamlined and aligned with the
calendar of key decisions and meetings within the LEP, East Midlands Councils and
associated Working Groups, officer groups and sub-groups.
4.11

An illustrative governance structure is provided separately at Appendix 2.

4.12

Guideline budget - £80,000 to £110,000
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5.

Submission requirements & Evaluation

5.1

The Client requires the Bidder to provide the following:
1. Method Statement
Reflecting on the brief and demonstrating experience gained in other similar
projects, please provide a method statement outlining your approach to the work,
what is required for the different elements, and the steps and processes you would
take to achieving the most effective outcomes for the client and your approach to
working with the client.
2. Programme
Working within the client team’s high level programme, set out the key processes,
milestones and deliverables you believe are required in setting out an effective
programme for the delivery of the project, ensuring it is realistic, inclusive, delivers
quality and fits the client team’s requirements.
3. Consultation
Outline your approach to working with the client and consultant team to ensure an
inclusive approach and buy-in in the production of a comprehensive framework
and illustrative masterplan for the area. This should include your approach to
meetings, workshops and presentations to the client, other stakeholders and
communities.
4. Project Team
Set out the team you intend to use on the project, including project leads, day to
day contacts, specialists and sub-consultants, providing short CV’s and recent
experience for the individuals and a resourcing schedule. Please include time
allocations and costs against each member of the team.
5. Project Management
Provide proposals to ensure the effective resourcing and management of the
project and how you will ensure the high quality outcomes are delivered to
programme. Please confirm that you will be able to meet the timescales and
deliverables as set out by the client.
6. Interview
Please confirm the availability of the proposed Project team to attend an interview
with the Client when requested. It is expected that the key proposed project team
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members named in the submission attend the interview. This will include the
proposed project leads from the organisations named in the submission and the
key day to day contacts. Although not forming part of the submission requirements,
15% of the above quality assessment of your submission will be based on this
interview following the second stage of the procurement process (see following
section for details)...
7. Fee Quote
Please provide a fixed fee for the proposed work, along with your schedule of fees
for any further work not set out in the brief or you quote.

6.

Scoring Criteria

6.1

Submissions will be evaluated against a specific evaluation framework. The evaluation
will be weighted overall 60% against quality and 40% against price. The table below
provides a more detailed breakdown.
Criteria
Method Statement
Programme
Consultation
Project Team
Project Management
Interview
Fee Quote

Weighting
20%
5%
5%
10%
5%
15%
40%

7.

Quality

7.1

40% of the tender will be assessed on price and 60% on quality. Evaluation of the
quality part of the tender (a-f) will take place with bidders being assessed and marked,
in whole percentage points, out of those available for each section. The following
scoring table will be used to assess the quality sections of the bid:
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Score
Value

Criteria

0

Unacceptable – no evidence provided

1
2
3

4

5

Equivalent
%
0%

Unsatisfactory – significant weaknesses and failure to address requirement or a
misalignment between proposed approach and resources
Less than satisfactory – meets most requirements but with a significant
shortcoming, e.g. in terms of approach or resources
Satisfactory - Satisfies the project quality requirements – note that this is not similar
to ‘adequate’ or ‘mediocre’ but that the requirements have been met and the
resources align with the approach and undertakings
Better than Satisfactory - more than meets the quality requirement through
significant additional input in terms of resources approach or standards to be
achieved
Excellent – considerably exceeds the minimum requirements in terms of approach,
resources and/or outcomes to be delivered

20%
40%
60%

80%

100%

8.

Interview

8.1

The interview section of the quality assessment will also be considered against the
scoring table above. Bidders will be asked to give a presentation on their approach to
the project, covering the key quality areas (a-e). Bidders will be assessed on the
following basis:
a) Awareness and understanding of the project
b) Approach and process proposed
c) Ability to explain complex issues and design concepts coherently
d) Presentation skills, use of material, aids and credibility
e) Response to client panel questions

9.

Price

9.1

The price section of the bid will be marked out of 40% points. The tender with the
lowest price will be awarded 40% points. Tenders score will be assessed as follows:
Lowest Price/ Tender Price X 40% points = Tender Score
E.g. £80,000 is the lowest tender price, your tender price is £90,000. You would receive
44.4%

10. Contacts
Sarah Wainright, Derbyshire County Council
Ken Harrison, Programme Manager
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APPENDIX 1 – Principal Study Area (PSA) for the study area includes:
The PSA includes:
1) Toton Development Framework
- those sites identified in the Broxtowe Plan below together with
the Chetwynd Barracks site that lies immediately adjacent to the
red line.
- For the purposes of this framework it should also be taken to
include any other directly related sites in Erewash that might be
associated with the Erewash Area Plan*.
2) Chesterfield Development Framework including
- Town Centre Station Area
- Staveley Area Action Plan*
*NB any costs (and values) associated with sites linked to the
possible relocation of existing rail assets e.g. sidings will be taken
from the associated (and separate) concept masterplan study as
highlighted in section 1.3 that will be running alongside this
commission.
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Chetwynd Barracks

NB PSA to include Chetwynd Barracks
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APPENDIX 2 –
Governance Structure (East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board)
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Toton – East Midlands HS2 Hub
Station Development Framework
(Design) – Consultancy Service
Specification
January 2017
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

This design commission will help to inform the East Midlands Hs2 Growth Strategy.
There emerging strategy, which identifies the potential for 74,000 additional jobs and
£4bn GVA uplift can be found at the link below. This commission will help to further
develop that vision for the area around the East Midlands Hs2 Hub station at Toton.
http://www.d2n2lep.org/write/Documents/growth-strategy/East-Midlands-HS2-GrowthStrategy.pdf

1.2.

D2N2 LEP, East Midlands Councils and Hs2 Growth Partnership (the “Client”) are
seeking to appoint a Masterplanner led, multidisciplinary team to develop a framework
plan for the HS2 East Midlands Hub Station in order to define related development/
growth opportunities in the area.

1.3.

The appointed consultant will form part of a consultancy team including:
a) Bilfinger GVA – appointed to lead a funding and delivery mechanisms study for
the East Midlands Growth Strategy… they are supported by Amion Consulting;
b) Consultants TBD – appointed to undertake a Development Infrastructure Funding
(DiF) study to sit alongside and be informed by the Development Framework
subject of this brief;
c) Consultants TBD – appointed to undertake the four high level infrastructure
concept studies that could usefully inform (and be informed by) the Framework,
as follows:
- DB Schenker and NR sidings relocation options study
- Jct25 & A52 (SRN) and Toton HS2 station access - concept study
- Heavy Rail - Shuttle Link concept study
- Mass Transit Integration study
These high level/ low cost studies need to be undertaken to help inform the
development framework study; the finalisation of the East Midlands HS2 Growth
Strategy; and the associated funding and delivery mechanisms study. However,
due to the need for preliminary assessments to inform the Growth Strategy,
paragraph’s 1.8 and 1.9 explain that the issues and concepts highlighted will be
subject to more detailed studies being scoped over the coming months..

1.4.

The Client requires a team with expert knowledge and recent experience in developing
and working with a range of stakeholders to create large scale transformational yet
deliverable masterplans. This is principally a high level capacity exercise to
demonstrate the potential for development and growth related to the Hs2 investment
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and within the constraints set by the local environment. It will look at how a series of
key infrastructure moves can be integrated to articulate a compelling vision for the area
that can be quantified in terms of scale (floorspace/ number of units) and that will also
enable the DiF and economic consultants (a and b above) to undertake high level
appraisals as part of their respective commissions. This will ensure the Growth Strategy
is informed by a robust evidence base albeit at an early stage and high level.
1.5.

Services in a number of fields, broadly categorised as ‘place making’ specialisms will
be required including, urban design, transport planning, land use planning and
architecture, public realm, and stakeholder engagement. The Client expects the
successful team to work closely with the other consultants appointed. The HS2 Growth
Partnership will facilitate that process in providing Programme Management support to
assist in sequencing and aligning the commissions and associated key deliverables.

1.6.

The key outcome of the Toton HS2 Hub Framework is to provide a strategic ‘vision’ for
Toton in c2038 i.e. at least 5 years following completion/ opening. This will include a
high level flexible ‘route map’ explaining the possible evolution of the place around the
station i.e. pre-construction, during construction and final stage following the opening
of the railway. In doing so it will provide an indicative investment programme’ that will
guide future decisions for planning and investment to maximise the economic benefits
and regeneration from a new HS2 Hub Station in Toton. This phasing plan will require
inputs from the key stakeholders and the other consultancy teams appointed by D2N2/
the partners. Recognising it will be at a point in time; its purposes will be to provide an
informed view of how the strategy may be realised over time. The vision should be
aspirational and inspirational in seeking to set out and justify the big ideas necessary
to transform the area. However, they must also be credible and here the inputs of the
funding and delivery mechanisms study team will be crucial in helping to check and
challenge the emerging designs as part of the iterative development process.

1.7.

The Toton site has been confirmed as the location for the East Midlands Hub station.
The potential of the station site and surrounding area to absorb growth in both
economic development and housing is determined by a number of factors including:
-

Environmental site conditions;
Critical infrastructure capacity constraints on both the strategic road network (SRN)
and also with existing heavy rail infrastructure – namely a DB Schenker depot and
NR sidings. If a suitable and economically viable alternative location for the rail
infrastructure cannot be found then this will significantly reduce the development
potential.
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-

1.8.

Edge-of-town location – care needs to be taken to ensure growth ambitions and
scale are commensurate with, and complementary to, the area’s city centre growth
ambitions.

In the above context there are some complementary infrastructure investment
opportunities including:
- Midland Connect and HE RIS2 – a strategy looking at the A52 and strategic access
improvements linked to Hs2;
- Mass Transit - plugging the site into the areas award winning mass transit/ public
transport offer. This includes extending the NET tram services from the existing Toton
Lane P&R site. This will enable direct access to HS2 to/from important economic assets
on the eastern side of Nottingham and in Broxtowe e.g. University EZ, NG2 and
Beeston town centre.
- Heavy rail shuttle services between the HS2 station and the city centres of
Nottingham, Derby and Leicester.
These will be subject of a more detailed multi-modal study being undertaken as part of
the Midland Connect programme. This work is currently being scoped by the lead
stakeholders and will more substantively address some of the opportunities outlined in
the high level concept studies (listed in Para. 1.3 above).

1.9.

Furthermore, and similarly, the outputs of the work outlined in this brief should form a
credible framework in which a more detailed masterplan for the Hs2 station and
immediate environment can be established as part of the design process and such to
inform the preparation of the associated Hybrid Bill.

1.10. The emerging East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy sets out the scale of the regions
ambition. It is clear that the arrival of HS2 to the East Midlands will bring a step-change
in rail connectivity to the region and be a catalyst to deliver transformational economic
growth and regeneration. These economic benefits will not be confined to Toton itself
but will be spread across the wider sub-region. Whilst the focus of the Framework study
will be on those sites in the vicinity of the Hs2 Station that may be directly affected by
the station and associated enabling infrastructure i.e. the area defined in Appendix 1
as the Principal Study Area. The main sites fall within administrative area of Broxtowe
Borough Council and Erewash as the Local Planning Authorities and Nottinghamshire
and Derbyshire County Councils as the Local transport authorities. There are strong
relationships with surrounding local authorities.
1.11. The appointed consultant will also be expected to offer a high level commentary and a
plan showing potential opportunity sites and possible uses associated with indirect
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development, regeneration and growth opportunities in the wider area. In particular, in
the city centres of Nottingham and Derby and specifically in the vicinity of the existing
railway stations that will provide a gateway to and from Hs2 to those cities. This will
provide an important context to the vision for the Hs2 Hub station and PSA.
1.12. It is clear that the scale and nature of the change to the immediate HS2 Hub station
environs is significant and, therefore, warrants the need for a comprehensive and
coherent development framework to provide a clear strategic vision to promote
proactive planning and delivery based around a clear development strategy for
investment over the next 25+ years.
1.13. The context in terms of planning for the main opportunity site immediately adjacent to
the HS2 Hub station is set out in a Cabinet report to Broxtowe Borough Council in
December 2015 which can be found at
http://www.Broxstowe.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=33289&p=0 (see pages 30-100).
This defines the opportunity sites put forward as specific allocations in revisions to the
Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan following public consultation.
1.14. Policy 2 of the Core Strategy sets out the spatial strategy and development
requirements for Broxtowe. This includes a minimum of 6,150 new homes between
2011 and 2028 to include:
• A strategic location for growth on land east and west of Toton Lane including
Toton Sidings in the vicinity of the proposed HS2 station at Toton in Broxtowe.
This will include a minimum of 500 homes with the appropriate mix of this and other
development to be recommended by the Broxtowe HS2 Working Group and
determined in Broxtowe’s Part 2 Local Plan.
Significant new employment development will take place in the following areas:
• Land in the vicinity of the proposed HS2 station at Toton in Broxtowe.
For development in the vicinity of the proposed HS2 Station, the Core Strategy includes
the following minimum development requirements in different parts of the Plan:
• 500 homes.
• 18,000 square metres of employment development.
• 16 hectares of green infrastructure.
• Not prejudicing the road access to the HS2 station.
• Not prejudicing the tram access to the HS2 station.
In addition Broxtowe Council’s Cabinet, at its meeting in December 2014, specified that
the following points should be included in the consultation in February 2015:
• Adequate land for a school expansion.
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• Only local (not strategic) scale retail in any new local centre.
• Footpath maps updating.
• A north/south wildlife corridor.
1.15. Page 76 of the Cabinet report includes recommendations arising from a design review
of the consultation undertaken by OPUN. A helpful summary of additional
considerations put forward by Erewash Borough Council is provided on page 77 of the
report and should be given appropriate consideration in this commission as part of the
wider aspirations for the area.

Fig 1. Visionary Concept for Toton Station – based on preliminary work to date
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Fig 2. Composite Broxtowe Plan – indicative land use allocations – See APPENDIX 1

1.16 Erewash have also prepared, in consultation with Broxtowe Borough Council, a
separate ‘Toton HS2 Hub Station Area Plan’ setting out its ambition in relation primarily
to the area within 5km of the proposed Hub Station. This plan of August 2015 is available
http://www.erewash.gov.uk/planning-building-control/planning-policy/high-speedat
2.html
1.17 The work undertaken to date has helped provide a high level visual for a small part of
the area around the station (figure 1 above) and land use plan (figure 2 above).
However, in order to inform the growth strategy and provide an indication of costs,
values, funding and delivery a more robust indicative design baseline will be required
to inform the associated studies and provide additional confidence and certainty. This
will deliver a 3D model and set of visualisations to help articulate the potential within
the Principal Study Area. This would be based on indicative plots providing a platform
for more detailed floorspace schedules. It will sit alongside and be informed by related
concept studies to check the underlying assumptions that gave rise to the original vision
and land use mix highlighted above. These assumptions include relocating the sidings
and secondly that infrastructure investment to enhance access to the site can provide
sufficient capacity to facilitate the scale of growth and connectivity over and above that
required for the HS2 station itself.
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1.18 Whilst reference in the Broxtowe report is made to the Principal Site Area, at 154ha+,
being comparable in scale to the Birmingham Interchange (triangle) site being
developed as part of Phase 1 of HS2, care will need to be taken not to take this out of
context. The client team recognise that site in Solihull Borough is clearly defined and
contained within the strategic road network that’s bounds it on three sides (M42, A45
and A452). The context for that site is a wider area known as UK Central Hub that is in
excess of 1,300ha and includes JLR’s largest manufacturing site, Birmingham Airport
and National Exhibition Centre with surrounding development land opportunities of
several hundred acres.
1.19 Currently the surrounding urban areas of Broxtowe and Long Eaton suffer from
severance associated with existing rail infrastructure and natural features e.g. Erewash
Valley. Similarly, despite proximity to the strategic road network (M1 and A52), the main
routes are heavily congested. Local routes to communities are in many instances
conflated with strategic routes especially at key junctions on the A52 and M1 Junction
25. There are opportunities for significant improvements to be made to strategic
network that could significant improve access through the area, and conditions in which
public transport can more effectively operate. The client team are working closely with
Highways England to explore options.
1.20 Local stakeholder engagement and management will be provided through D2N2 and
East Midlands Councils working in partnership with the local authorities. The day to
day contact point for this commission will be the client team and the East Midlands HS2
Officer Group. It is likely that any formal consultation and engagement in the vision will
be undertaken following the completion of the work associated with this commission.
1.21 The development of the framework plan should be undertaken in consultation with the
client team. There will be opportunities to engage with key stakeholders through
involvement in at least 2 sessions with the East Midlands HS2 Officers Group. This
brings together representatives from various bodies engaged in land use and
infrastructure planning in the area. Allowance should be made for one session with
wider group of stakeholders.

2.

Framework Baseline Conditions (Stage 1)

2.1

The strategic framework will consider the Primary Study Area as defined in Appendix
1. It will provide the high level aims, objectives and key concepts for the physical
growth/ development of the area bringing together work undertaken to date.
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2.2

The strategic framework will be built on existing baseline data and the outcomes of any
relevant previous studies across the Masterplan area. It will provide the overall
reasoning and approach to growth and development, and will inform the more detailed
second stage spatial (‘masterplan’ style) exercise leading to the identification of
indicative yet realistic development plots in stage 2.

2.3

Key tasks expected of the consultant in stage 1 and the development of a strategic
framework, will include:

a)
2.4

Collecting and analysing baseline information

A wide range of baseline data will be made available to the consultant, where available,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

local, regional and national planning framework and planning permissions
existing land use patterns: buildings and open space etc.
physical condition of land
existing infrastructure (surface and sub-surface, drainage, power and
telecommunications etc.) and its condition and suitability for development
heritage and cultural assets and listed buildings
ecology and environmental assets and green infrastructure
technical, environmental and transport surveys
existing movement and access provision (traffic, public transport,
pedestrians, cyclists etc.)
utilities
existing demography (social and economic)
existing land and building ownerships (where known)
known legal constraints

b) Reviewing exiting studies
2.5

These include:
- Broxtowe Local Plan and consultation feedback and analysis
- Farrell’s/ PBA study findings
- HS2 emerging Growth Strategy and related studies including deep dive
commercial opportunities study.
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2.6

Consultants will be expected engage with the other members of the consultant team in
reviewing this information to ensure that findings are integrated and aligned. They will
also be expected to engage with the East Midlands HS2 Officer Group.
c) Analysis

2.7

The consultant should review all existing information and identify any constraints or
short falls in the baseline data. This should be identified early and further studies
carried out as required, in consultation with the client team.

2.8

Following the review of these studies, it is proposed that the initial stage of the process
should be a mapping exercise of the existing conditions. This would involve the
collection of geographical information on the area to help examine, analyse and
understand the current urban and landscape form and function of the area.
Geographical information that should be considered and presented should include:
• Land use character – precedents
• Building heights - precedents
• Commercialisation quality assessment, including scope for ancillary retail
and complementarity with nearby city centres especially Nottingham and
Derby
• Building character & condition
• Ground and upper floor uses
• Architectural assessment, including the identification of heritage assets,
landform and any primary features to be retained
• Integration of key opportunity sites to create a new destination/ place around
the Hs2 station
• Relationships with nearby existing communities and centres including Long
Eaton
• Movement network, including vehicle, cycle and walking
• Green Belt, Green infrastructure and open space
• Land ownership & Strategic Sites

2.9

The high level framework should consider:
•
the place making opportunities arising through Hs2 investments across the
wider sub-region – however, this should be constrained to a high level plan
(highlighting the key sites) and an overview commentary rather than any
detailed quantum analysis. The main focus is the Principal Study Area as
defined in Appendix 1
•
provision of public transport and new transit links between surrounding
communities, the new hub station and other opportunity area
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.10

Integration with Network Rail and Hs2 anticipated minimum requirements for
the HS2 Hub station area.
effective parking solutions for the new station and surrounding area
green infrastructure and public realm
connectivity and potential roads, bridges, cycleways and footpaths
any heritage assets or features to be retained
concepts for new development and the location of key uses
practical and flexible
approaches to
delivery and phasing

In summary, the deliverables from Stage 1 would be expected to include:
- Output 1:
Technical Baseline Report for both a) the site; and b) the wider sub-region
- Output 2:
Vision, aims and objectives for investment in place making, underpinned by:
- Output 3:
Key guiding principles of the framework.

2.11 Taking the components of the high level framework, a more detailed assessment
should be undertaken of the Principal Study Area to establish a long term vision in
three dimensional form for each of the distinct areas within that specific area and
against which further economic analysis can be undertaken.

3.

Framework Illustrative Masterplan (Stage 2)

3.1

This second stage of the process should take the findings, approaches and concepts
of the high level framework baseline and develop them further into defined high level
illustrative masterplan for the Principal Study Area. Ultimately, this should lead to the
creation of a 3D model and visualisation of the area.

3.2

Using the existing baseline information, the purpose of the framework will be to quickly
establish a high level ambition for the area, beyond the broad allocations of the Local
Plan, to create a plausible and deliverable structure and massing schedule. This should
be based on indicative development blocks and plots. This will help visualise the scale
whilst quantifying the capacity of the area to absorb growth and providing an indication
of supporting infrastructure.
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3.3

Consideration must be given to the location and mix of different uses; and the layout,
height and massing of development; key routes, public spaces and required
infrastructure. It is recognised that the output from the study will provide an illustrative
visualisation and not a fixed masterplan… it will though establish some high level fixes
i.e. a framework that can be flexibly realised over a phased development programme.
Inevitably, the plans for each area will go through many iterations between this early
concept/ defining stage and ultimate delivery. Not least with developers/ development
partners who will ultimately deliver the end development. However, in taking the upfront
infrastructure investments and associated risks it is appropriate for the public sector to
develop a clear vision and ambition for the area.

3.4

It is important to articulate a clear vision and provide a robust baseline for the early
commercial assessments. This will effectively hep to provide additional confidence in
the final Hs2 Growth Strategy and any resulting up-front investment. The East Midlands
region intends to submit its Hs2 Growth Strategy to government in July 2017. The
outputs of this commission will be an important part of the evidence base.

3.5

Although the various studies, mentioned elsewhere in this brief, have been undertaken,
there has been little in-depth spatial masterplanning that could inform a robust capacity
exercise. Effectively, the commission subject to this brief should help practically
demonstrate how growth and value added can be realised in terms of development,
growth and the critical infrastructure necessary to realise that ambition from a place
making perspective. In doing so it will create the necessary outputs/inputs for the
associated studies including the DiF study and funding and delivery mechanisms study.
The design framework will be informed by technical inputs from the other members of
the wider consultant team as defined in Para 1.2.

3.6

Specialists within the consultancy team should ensure these proposals are robust and
deliverable in terms of implementation, cost, landownership and local political context.
Following the completion of the design element of the work, high level accommodation
schedules will be required. This will enable the other members of the wider consultant
team to undertake their commercial assessments of the quantum figures that emerge.
This will include costs, values and support around phasing (which the design/ place
team should also consider). As mentioned previously, this will itself require an on-going
dialogue between consultants as part of an iterative development process to settle on
specific accommodation schedules that are informed by the knowledge and skills of
that wider team.

3.7

The appointed consultant should provide appropriately detailed plans, maps, drawings
and visuals showing the proposed developments, infrastructure and public realm. The
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plans should clearly show the proposals in terms of heights, densities and the type of
development. They should also include the proposed movement routes (vehicle,
pedestrian and cycle), open spaces, public realm and green infrastructure. High quality
three dimensional models, CGI’s and illustrations should be used to support the
narrative and design approach. Having the right image/s to sell the vision will be crucial
in the effectiveness of the work.
3.8

In summary, the deliverables from Stage 2 would be expected to include:
- Output 4:
A framework illustrative masterplan for the Primary Study Area, to include, but not be
limited to:
• A plausible network of streets and spaces to provide structure and indicative
development plots
• land use mix and development capacity assessment (floorspace and or units
(homes)) based on plot ratios and
• indicative massing/ height schedules
• indicative development phasing plan
• integration of the station and effective complementary uses
• public transport and transit links
• the location and function of parking solutions
• new roads, bridges, cycleways and footpaths
• public spaces and green infrastructure
• social and community infrastructure
• utilities & drainage
- Output 5:
3D model and/or high quality CGI outputs for key areas.
- Output 6:

Presentations to key stakeholders (x2)

4.

Study Integration
a) Feasibility appraisals

4.1

BGVA will work with the appointed consultants at every step of the process and in
particular to ensure the vision has a robust economic and market narrative.
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4.2

Concurrently alongside this framework commission, consultants will be appointed to
undertake a high level assessment of the Development Infrastructure Funding
requirements arising through the growth ambition. The successful design consultants
appointed to undertake the framework will be required to work closely with these
consultants as the costs associated with enabling infrastructure and the values that
can be attributed to future development will have a key impact on overall development
feasibility. The DiF will need to include high level commercial appraisals that will in turn
be informed by the indicative masterplan.
b) Economic impact assessment

4.3

BGVA/Amion Consulting will work with the appointed consultants…

4.4

An assessment of the economic impact over time of proposals on jobs, homes and
GVA should be considered for the central masterplan area. Subsequently in later
stages of work this will be extended to cover the whole masterplan area and impact on
the wider hinterland.
c) Infrastructure and connectivity needs

4.5

The Consultant will be required to provide details of the infrastructure and connectivity
investments required to unlock the developments based on a high level transport
assessment of the development options and needs to consider (as a minimum):
• Mass transit links*
• Highways infrastructure*
• Bridges
• Access
• Car parking*
• Social and community infrastructure*
• Utilities*
• Other Enabling infrastructure TBD*
*the consultant will be supported by other members of the consultant team and
associated study outputs e.g. DiF study and high level concept studies.
d) Delivery Strategy & Implementation Plan

4.6

Working with the BGVA and Amion teams, the Consultant should identify the design
elements that are (a) essential and (b) desired to deliver the transformational change
envisaged by partners and the economic benefits sought.
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4.7

In considering phasing and delivery the consultant should help to inform an
implementation plan which describes the processes and timing of transformational
change for the area over the next 25 years plus.

4.8

BGVA and Amion will lead an Funding/ Delivery Plan assessment and as such this
should also help shape the framework as part of the wider consultant team engagement
and interaction. This will be co-ordinated by the client team. However, the consultant
appointed for this brief will lead on the place making and design inputs. This is likely to
include, but not be limited to the following considerations:
• Timetable and phasing of developments including the identification of key
priorities for infrastructure and development investment (the big moves
essential to delivery)
• Realistic cash flow analysis indicating peak borrowing
• Funding sources and funding options
• Innovative finance and funding mechanisms to maximise value capture and
inward investment
• Delivery vehicles options (including a Urban Regeneration Company)
• Partners and stakeholders
• Risk analysis and risk mitigation strategy
e) Masterplan Programme and Governance

4.9

The Client requires the Consultant to provide all five outputs by end of May 2017. We
welcome bidder’s proposals for engaging with the client in relation to the approach and
programme for the work, but have agreed an indicative programme based on the
following key milestones for all (not only the study subject to this brief), of the following
four study types:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Funding & Delivery Mechanisms Study (already committed)
Concept Development Frameworks Study
DiF study for key sites
Strategic Infrastructure Concept (Key Moves) Studies – e.g. 4 schemes

This study subject of this brief is one of two development frameworks (study type 2)
being undertaken to inform the East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy. A similar
framework study will be undertaken for Chesterfield.
The key milestones highlighted in figure 3 below which relate to this brief are ‘f’
(appointment); ‘g’ (draft report); ‘h’ (final report); and ‘p’ (presentations to stakeholders.
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4.10 The above listed study types are numbered in the table below. It looks to synchronise
with the programme for the main study (Study 1) being undertaken by BGVA an Amion.
Fig.3 Aligned & Integrated Programme
Study

Dec

Jan

1

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

*a
*b
*c

P
*d

2, 3, 4

p

*e
proc

f
*g
*h

p

* Key Deliverables:
a/f

Inception Report – revising and confirming programme and next steps to be agreed by study reference
group.

b

Scoping Report – highlighting key issues and dependencies for the study to address

c/g

Draft Study Report

d/h

Final Study Report

e

STUDY briefs/ scope of works agreed

p

Presentations

4.10 It is proposed that the above milestones need to be streamlined and aligned with the
calendar of key decisions and meetings within the LEP, East Midlands Councils and
associated Working Groups, officer groups and sub-groups.
4.11

An illustrative governance structure is provided separately at Appendix 2.

4.12

Guideline budget - £125,000 to £150,000
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5.

Submission requirements & Evaluation

5.1

The Client requires the Bidder to provide the following:
1. Method Statement
Reflecting on the brief and demonstrating experience gained in other similar
projects, please provide a method statement outlining your approach to the work,
what is required for the different elements, and the steps and processes you would
take to achieving the most effective outcomes for the client and your approach to
working with the client.
2. Programme
Working within the client team’s high level programme, set out the key processes,
milestones and deliverables you believe are required in setting out an effective
programme for the delivery of the project, ensuring it is realistic, inclusive, delivers
quality and fits the client team’s requirements.
3. Consultation
Outline your approach to working with the client and consultant team to ensure an
inclusive approach and buy-in in the production of a comprehensive framework
and illustrative masterplan for the area. This should include your approach to
meetings, workshops and presentations to the client, other stakeholders and
communities.
4. Project Team
Set out the team you intend to use on the project, including project leads, day to
day contacts, specialists and sub-consultants, providing short CV’s and recent
experience for the individuals and a resourcing schedule. Please include time
allocations and costs against each member of the team.
5. Project Management
Provide proposals to ensure the effective resourcing and management of the
project and how you will ensure the high quality outcomes are delivered to
programme. Please confirm that you will be able to meet the timescales and
deliverables as set out by the client.
6. Interview
Please confirm the availability of the proposed Project team to attend an interview
with the Client when requested. It is expected that the key proposed project team
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members named in the submission attend the interview. This will include the
proposed project leads from the organisations named in the submission and the
key day to day contacts. Although not forming part of the submission requirements,
15% of the above quality assessment of your submission will be based on this
interview following the second stage of the procurement process (see following
section for details)..
7. Fee Quote
Please provide a fixed fee for the proposed work, along with your schedule of fees
for any further work not set out in the brief or you quote.

6.

Scoring Criteria

6.1

Submissions will be evaluated against a specific evaluation framework. The evaluation
will be weighted overall 60% against quality and 40% against price. The table below
provides a more detailed breakdown.
Criteria
Method Statement
Programme
Consultation
Project Team
Project Management
Interview
Fee Quote

Weighting
20%
5%
5%
10%
5%
15%
40%

7.

Quality

7.1

40% of the tender will be assessed on price and 60% on quality. Evaluation of the
quality part of the tender (a-f) will take place with bidders being assessed and marked,
in whole percentage points, out of those available for each section. The following
scoring table will be used to assess the quality sections of the bid:
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Score
Value

Criteria

0

Unacceptable – no evidence provided

1
2
3

4

5

Equivalent
%
0%

Unsatisfactory – significant weaknesses and failure to address requirement or a
misalignment between proposed approach and resources
Less than satisfactory – meets most requirements but with a significant
shortcoming, e.g. in terms of approach or resources
Satisfactory - Satisfies the project quality requirements – note that this is not similar
to ‘adequate’ or ‘mediocre’ but that the requirements have been met and the
resources align with the approach and undertakings
Better than Satisfactory - more than meets the quality requirement through
significant additional input in terms of resources approach or standards to be
achieved
Excellent – considerably exceeds the minimum requirements in terms of approach,
resources and/or outcomes to be delivered

20%
40%
60%

80%

100%

8.

Interview

8.1

The interview section of the quality assessment will also be considered against the
scoring table above. Bidders will be asked to give a presentation on their approach to
the project, covering the key quality areas (a-e). Bidders will be assessed on the
following basis:
a) Awareness and understanding of the project
b) Approach and process proposed
c) Ability to explain complex issues and design concepts coherently
d) Presentation skills, use of material, aids and credibility
e) Response to client panel questions

9.

Price

9.1

The price section of the bid will be marked out of 40% points. The tender with the
lowest price will be awarded 40% points. Tenders score will be assessed as follows:
Lowest Price/ Tender Price X 40% points = Tender Score
E.g. £80,000 is the lowest tender price, your tender price is £90,000. You would receive
44.4%

10. Contacts
Sarah Wainright, Derbyshire County Council
Ken Harrison, Programme Manager
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APPENDIX 1 – Toton Principal Study Area (PSA)
The PSA includes those sites identified in the Broxtowe Plan below
together with the Chetwynd Barracks site that lies immediately
adjacent to the red line.
For the purposes of this framework it should also be taken to include
any other directly related sites in Erewash that might be associated
with the Erewash Area Plan.
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Chetwynd Barracks
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APPENDIX 2 –
Governance Structure (East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board)
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Item 3:
Appendix 4
Skills Strategy Draft Brief
HS2 Skills and Employment Strategy Tender Specification
On behalf of the East Midlands HS2 Board, Nottinghamshire County Council is seeking a response to a
tender for the provision of an Employment and Skills Strategy to support the East Midland’s response
to the HS2 phase 2b route and the wider East Midlands Growth Strategy
Together, the East Midlands HS2 partners require consultancy services to research, devise and
communicate the local needs and actions required to maximise the skills and employment
opportunities arising from the HS2 route through the region, the location of the East Midlands Hub at
Toton, the Infrastructure Maintenance Depot at Staveley, and more recently the development of
Chesterfield Station.
Background
The HS2 development and specifically the Hub Station at Toton and the Infrastructure Maintenance
Depot at Staveley together have a huge potential to create new jobs and benefit the economy in the
East Midlands. An emerging Growth Strategy East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy Fast Track to Growth
has already been developed which sets out the initial plans for capitalising on the economic benefits
from HS2. A final Growth Strategy to maximise these benefits is being developed and an Employment
and Skills Strategy is required to complement this: to examine and identify the wider employment and
skills implications for the D2N2, and LLEP areas.
Work has already been undertaken by the Rail Forum and partners, commissioned by the East
Midlands HS2 Strategic Board, to identify a set of high level recommendations on the employment
and skills needs concentrating on the phase 1 construction of the HS2 line; construction, civil
engineering, railway systems, rolling stock production and maintenance; Development of a High Level
Skills Strategy for the Construction of HS2 in the East Midlands.
We would not expect this work to be covered again but the study provides a good foundation and a
positive framework for the strategy based around 5 themes for intervention. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inspiring Young People
Building FE Capability
Harnessing the Power of our Universities
Support for Individuals
Ensuring our Businesses are Ready

We envisage that the 5 themes and the individual activities/sector needs will need to be looked at in
conjunction with three phases of the programme: pre-build; build; and operation.
Specification of Service
1
i.

Advice Required
The bidder is required to use their experience and expertise to define the approach and the factors
that would best support this work, including as a minimum the criteria agreed by the partners as
specified below.
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ii. You should provide information demonstrating how you will approach this work to achieve the
outputs detailed below and meet the requirements of this specification, including:
a.

Details of proposed working methods and the overall approach to the work;

b.

Project management and work planning techniques to be employed;

c.

The key stages and activities for this piece of work;

d.

Resources, timescales, materials and personnel to be deployed on the project;

e.

Perceived challenges and risks and how these will be managed;

f.

The scope of the work you would include within the strategy and action plan.

iii. The bidder is required to demonstrate appropriate experience, capabilities and knowledge to
meet the specific requirements of the Project, including sound knowledge of policy and legislative
background relating to skills, economic development, sector-specific areas of the economy
(especially in rail / transport manufacturing and construction-related sectors), local government
and the wider public sector.
iv. The bidder is required to work closely with the commissioners to further refine the brief, discuss
and agree the approach to the strategy, and refresh the process and priorities at key stages of the
activity. These key stages are likely to be (with the approximate indicative dates in brackets):
•
•
•
•
•

At commencement of the contract – agreeing the approach and timetable for the
respective stages (early February 2017);
At the end of the first stage – on conclusion of the research, an analysis of new and existing
data, the review of stakeholders and interested parties’ views and the conclusion of
associated workshops (early March 2017);
At the commencement of the second stage – setting out the parameters and expectations
of the Employment & Skills Strategy and associated Action Plan;
Mid-stage review (end March 2017)
Towards the end of the study to present the draft strategy and Action Plan to Local
Authority partners and the LEP before the final strategy is produced (mid to end of April
2017)

While this work is being commissioned by the County Council, a partner Steering Group will oversee
the management of the contract, support the appointed consultants and agree the progression of the
work across the key stages. The Steering Group will likely comprise representatives drawn from the
upper tier local authorities, HS2 Executive Team and the LEPs.
2

Project Objectives and Outcomes

This work will build on (but not replicate) the High Level Skills Strategy already undertaken to extend
the analysis of the skills requirements to include the wider skills needs and employment opportunities
afforded by the HS2 in the East Midlands area, and to include how each of the skills priority areas will
be delivered. It will also make recommendations on who will be responsible for ensuring the Strategy
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and the individual Action Plan elements are delivered to the highest possible standard and how further
funding can be accessed.
To underpin this, the appointed consultant(s) should carry out a comprehensive research and review
of existing knowledge and information, including similar work already undertaken in other regions,
and undertake primary research both directly and via data available via HS2 (subject to data sharing
agreements where required) and others, the potential providers, FE and HE institutions, schools and
umbrella organisations and partnerships involved in education, learning and skills. The associated
stakeholder analysis will be informed by existing employment and skills structures and providers and
partners across the region and the stakeholder list will be finalised in discussion with the Steering
Group. An analysis is then required to draw the key issues and actions. We envisage that the study will
need to be refined and agreed as specified in 1.iv above, resulting in the production of a full HS2
Employment and Skills Strategy, an Action Plan and a summary to be included in the final HS2 East
Midlands Growth Strategy
Reflecting on the five themes set out in the High Level Strategy, the final Employment and Skills
Strategy should address but not be limited to the issues listed below:
i.

Inspiring Young People
•
•
•
•
•
•

An examination of what is already taking place within schools to engage children and young
people with the planning, design, engineering, rail infrastructure and stock manufacturing
sectors
What links can be made with work already undertaken by the Careers and Enterprise
Company to engage with schools and avoid duplication?
What further activities need to be undertaken to inspire future talent through the
curriculum, and how best should this be communicated to young people?
Information on careers and qualification requirements
How best to engage and make links with employers to involve them with schools activities
and offering work experience
How will this be agreed and phased across primary, secondary and FE / HE provision over
the duration of HS2 and its related developments to reflect the differing skills required?

ii. Building FE Capability
•
•
•
•
•

What is required to ensure that FE establishments can develop and co-ordinate good quality
provision and higher level skills and what issues are relevant to supporting their capacity and
capability to respond to local needs?
The development of pathways for progression through qualification levels up to higher level
skills
What actions are needed to ensure complementarity of FE and HE provision?
Further activities which could improve the partnerships between FE and schools
What level of investment will be needed?

iii. Harnessing the Power of our Universities
•

How can links and working relationships with the universities across the area be developed,
building HE related provision based on what is already available or in development, and
ensure they are aware of emerging skills requirements?
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•

How can we ensure that appropriate high level quality courses are available and that
graduates are attracted to and retained in the area?

iv. Support for Individuals
• The differing employment and higher skills development opportunities for local people and
how these can be accessed / co-ordinated over the various phases of the HS2 developments
• How to maximise equality and diversity, and ensure good quality opportunities are available
for local people at all levels, from underrepresented and minority groups, and including those
from disadvantaged communities
• What support (in its widest sense – skills, travel, equipment etc.) do local people need to
access employment?
• An analysis of models of current and previous provision to prepare local people, and how they
could be used for the HS2 Skills Strategy, with particular reference to current and developing
partnership provision such as the Nottingham Employer Hub and the Leicester and
Leicestershire Employment Hub.
• The level of investment which will be needed and how this can be provided
v. Ensuring our Businesses are Ready
• Identify what supply chain opportunities are available and emerging within the different
aspects of the HS2 project as they impact on the East Midlands and how we ensure local
businesses are aware of and prepared for direct and supply chain opportunities;
• Engagement of local employers and contractors to offer high quality jobs and work
experience, traineeships and apprenticeships for local people of all age groups
• What support will employers need to increase the skills levels of their employees?
• The wider growth opportunities afforded by better connectivity, especially but not exclusively
around the East Midlands Hub and what employment and skills issues arise as a consequence
We require bidders to outline how they would approach this work, working closely with the Steering
Group, to further refine the scope and content of the strategy. The final strategy should include
1. A detailed action plan for implementation of the strategy highlighting delivery mechanisms,
activities, who needs to be involved, and timescales;
and
2. A communication strategy outlining the marketing requirements and identifying who needs
to be engaged over the timescale of the HS2 development.
The following considerations and specific outputs will be required;
Essential
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

An appraisal of existing skills & employment training provision to identify strengths and to avoid
duplication
Ascertain skills requirements at all levels and sectors and produce a plan of how these can be
realised and maximised;
Provide recommendations for resources required and funding opportunities;
Stakeholder identification, engagement and consultation, and a proposed structure for the major
stakeholders and overall project management and decision making;
An analysis of the skills and employment opportunities afforded by the Toton hub – in its planning,
development and operation;
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vi. An analysis of the skills and employment opportunities afforded by the Staveley Infrastructure
Maintenance Depot in its planning, development, and on-going operation and function;
vii. The on-going skills and employment opportunities linked to the operation of the line itself;
viii. Consideration of wider skills and employment issues and opportunities including connectivity,
infrastructure, tourism, housing, etc. and if these should be included in the strategy;
ix. Propose headline actions to be communicated to stakeholders including businesses, residents and
young people.
Equalities and Social Value
It is envisaged that equalities and Social Value considerations are included at all stages and with all
aspects of the work. We wish to see consideration of how disadvantaged and socially excluded
individuals and areas can fully benefit from all opportunities, and an identification of any activities
which would be required to ensure equality and diversity, support skills progression and provide
equality of access to career pathways starting at all levels.
The bidders will be required to provide advice on how to build social, economic and environmental
benefits into all contracts and negotiations with potential suppliers, and to maximise the social value
returns at all levels and with all potential suppliers from major contractors to skills providers and local
SMEs.
Background documents
•
•

East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy Fast Track to Growth
Development of a High Level Skills Strategy for the Construction of HS2 in the East Midlands

Adobe Acrobat
PDFXML Document

•

EMC has published a report (with financial support from D2N2) commissioned from Farrells
and Peter Brett Associates, setting out proposed key design principles for the HS2 Hub Station
at Toton, including an initial ‘concept design’. The report is intended to provide a basis for
working with the Government and HS2 Ltd to deliver a Hub Station that maximises
connectivity and economic growth for the East Midlands.

•

Skills for the Future Study commissioned by the LLEP https://www.llep.org.uk/oureconomy/research-reports/skills-for-the-future-study/
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East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board
25th January 2017
Item 4: Funding & Delivery Mechanisms Study Update
1.

Background

1.1

Following a procurement process a team comprising GVA Billfinger and Amion
Consulting have been appointed to deliver the Funding & Delivery Mechanisms Study
to inform the July 2017 Growth Strategy Submission. A project inception meeting was
held on 9th January 2017. A summary of the work to be undertaken is set out below.

2.

Scope of Services

2.1

The scope of services that form part of the consultancy teams remit is summarised as
follows:
•

Definition of the programme to be delivered and funding, financing and delivery
scenarios;

•

Options for alternative funding mechanisms and delivery structures;

•

Development of a financial model; and

•

Economic analysis and modelling.

3.

Funding and Delivery Mechanisms

3.1

A core part of developing the Growth Strategy will be to identify solutions which are
credible and market facing and are both fundable and deliverable. As part of the
commission the consultant team will identify the most appropriate funding and
financing options available for the type of infrastructure and investment opportunities
which will be required to maximise the benefit of the Toton HS2 Hub Station and
Station at Chesterfield.

3.2

This will require an evaluation of the risk profiles of the investments and the types of
funding each opportunity will attract. In conjunction with the funding mechanisms it
will be important to look at the delivery options to ensure that the right contractual
and governance structures are in place to enable stakeholders to be sufficiently
empowered to ensure the Growth Strategy can be realised. This could include the
creation of corporate entities such as joint ventures, or be achieved through
contractual partnership arrangements. The options will be appraised against
stakeholder objectives to ensure that the appropriate form follows function.

3.3

The delivery and funding mechanisms will be underpinned by a financial model which
will provide the detail to support the business case to Government for investment and
provide robust analysis of the outcomes that the Growth Strategy is capable of
achieving.
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4.

Economic Analysis and Modelling

4.1

The economic analysis and modelling component will develop the economic case for
funding and additional flexibilities from Central Government. It will be informed by
contextual analyses (including socio-economic conditions and international/national
evidence) and be based on integrated top-down and bottom-up economic models.
The former is a productivity simulation model constructed using econometric
modelling. The latter is based on the recent cost benefit analysis model developed for
the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA), which is founded on the latest DCLG
Economic Appraisal Guide and includes land value uplift analyses. Both model
frameworks have been developed and initial contextual analyses completed.

4.2

The models allow the development of alternative options (including the reference
case) and consideration of the net additional impact of the proposed growth strategy
interventions. The cost benefit analysis modelling will focus on the growth
opportunities and investments close to the January 2017 proposed stations at Toton
and Chesterfield. It will include details of the scale, nature, phasing, cost and viability
of the development opportunities and infrastructure for the preferred and alternative
options. This will be informed by the results of the following studies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.3

Toton and Chesterfield Development Frameworks
Development Infrastructure Funding (DiF) Study
Toton Freight Depot Options Concept Study
M1 J25 & A52 (SRN) Hub Station Access Concept Study
Heavy Rail Shuttle Concept Study
Tram Route Assessment Concept Study

The output of the economic analysis will be an economic case report, which is
consistent with HM Treasury Green Book requirements. As well as value for money
analyses, this will include details of the following forecast gross and net additional
impacts:
•
•
•
•
•

housing and jobs;
skills and labour market;
social;
productivity; and
Gross Value Added (GVA) and land values.

5.

Progress to date

5.1

The consult team have been provided with available information on the growth
strategy, including previous economic studies and the Emerging Growth Strategy
document submitted to Government in September 2016. The consultants have carried
out initial economic analysis but have also identified a number of information gaps
that will need to be addressed. The gaps include:
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•
•

The quantum of development and masterplan details required to achieve the
Strategic Board’s economic growth ambitions; and
The types and quantum of infrastructure that is necessary to deliver the
development ambitions.

5.2

This information is fundamental to the delivery of the commission as it will allow the
consultants to understand the value that can be created and captured from
development and the enabling investment that needs to be funded.

5.3

The additional studies set out under Item 3 of this agenda will address the information
gaps. The development framework studies will aim to outline a development and
growth vision in a way that can be quantified in terms of outcomes and costs/ values.
This would provide a high level block structure; possible and plausible building
footprints and massing in a high level concept framework that can help visualise and
demonstrate the scale of development opportunity. The infrastructure study will
provide a high level but comprehensive assessment of infrastructure (transport,
utilities, social and environmental) needs to serve the scale of development envisaged
in the concept frameworks.

5.4

GVA/Amion consultants will, alongside the consultants appointed on other key
studies, ensure the outputs of the commissions are in line with the requirements to
deliver the Growth Strategy submission in July 2017.

6.

Study Work Programme

6.1

Whilst the work programme is heavily contingent on the delivery of the additional
studies identified, a timetable for delivery of key milestones for the commission is set
out below:
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Study

1. Funding & Delivery Mechanisms Study
2. Development Framework Studies
3. DiF study for key sites
4. Infrastructure Concept Studies (four)

7.

Recommendation

7.1

Members of the Strategic Board are invited to note progress on the Funding & Delivery
Mechanisms Study.

Key Contacts:
Andrew Pritchard, East Midlands Councils: Andrew.Pritchard@emcouncils.gov.uk
David Ralph D2N2 LEP: david.ralph@d2n2lep.org
Ken Harrison HS2 Growth Partnership: kharrison@hs2gp.co.uk
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East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board
25th January 2017
Item 5: Science and Innovation “Deep Dive”

1.

Introduction

1.1

Following ekosgen’s report looking at the economic development opportunities of the new
HS2 station at Toton and linked areas, the Board requested specific investigation into the
science and innovation potential. This paper therefore seeks the Board’s support for the
proposals in the report (attached) by Steer Davies Gleave.

2.

Consultants’ recommendations

2.1

The consultants’ key recommendations are that a strategic approach to science and
innovation at Toton could act as a catalyst for more pervasive innovative activity in the
Midlands Engine as a whole; attracting inward investment in science and innovation and
translating that investment into new business activities. This would help to create new jobs
and increasing Gross Value Added per head in the region.

2.2

A balanced Long-Term Strategic Framework for science and innovation at Toton would be
useful to the regional economy by:
• Maximising the ability to attract inward international investment in science and
innovation to the Midlands Engine,
• Maximising the ability to leverage this inward investment in R&D via the close coupling
of scientific research and innovations in the instruments and equipment that this
research relies on,
• Generating major national interest outcomes based on reducing costly and time
consuming physical ‘build and test’ activities in the innovation processes.

2.3

The consultants propose that the strategy should be implemented in three stages, each of
which builds on the strengths of the previous stage:
• Firstly, an Innovation hotel precinct and high-end office space (opening at the same
time as the station),
• Secondly, agile innovation and research collaboration facilities,
• Finally, more ambitious cutting-edge facilities, with a high-profile national interest
dimension, could then be added.

3

Recommendations

3.1

The Strategic Board is invited to:
•
•

Endorse the approach set out in the Consultants’ report and agree that it should form
part of the strategy for the area around the HS2 station,
Note that the realisation of components 2 and 3 would depend on the success of the
first component,
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•

Support the D2N2 LEP in seeking to engage the region’s universities more effectively in
order to gain their support and involvement in science and innovation facilities around
the station.

Key Contacts
Mark Fiander, Nottingham City Council: mark.fiander@nottinghamcity.gov.uk
Andrew Pritchard, East Midlands Councils: Andrew.Pritchard@emcouncils.gov.uk
David Ralph D2N2 LEP: david.ralph@d2n2lep.org
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Science and
Innovation at Toton:
Issues for
consideration and
concept framing

ekosgen on behalf of East
Midlands Councils

Final Report
22 December 2016

Our Ref: 230-711-01
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Prepared by:

Prepared for:

Steer Davies Gleave

ekosgen on behalf of East Midlands

61 Mosley Street

Councils

Manchester M2 3HZ

Electric Works
3 Concourse Way
Sheffield
S1 2BJ

+44 161 261 9140
www.steerdaviesgleave.com

Steer Davies Gleave has prepared this material for ekosgen on behalf of East Midlands Councils. This
material may only be used within the context and scope for which Steer Davies Gleave has prepared it
and may not be relied upon in part or whole by any third party or be used for any other purpose. Any
person choosing to use any part of this material without the express and written permission of Steer
Davies Gleave shall be deemed to confirm their agreement to indemnify Steer Davies Gleave for all loss
or damage resulting therefrom. Steer Davies Gleave has prepared this material using professional
practices and procedures using information available to it at the time and as such any new information
could alter the validity of the results and conclusions made.
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Executive Summary
Overview
This is a report on a small assignment tasked with examining potential concepts for developing
the East Midlands HS2 site at Toton, with an emphasis on adding to existing science and
innovation capability. The report was commissioned by the economic consultants ekosgen to
complement their work examining the economic potential of the Toton site stemming from
the delivery of Phase Two of the HS2 High-Speed Rails network. The work carried out has
involved desk-work and some limited consultations with key stakeholders (detailed in
Appendix B). The stakeholders consulted have been provided with an opportunity to provide
feedback via circulation of a Progress Report on the 5 December 2016.
The challenge is to develop ideas for innovation-facing developments to take place some 15+
years into the future. This latter aspect poses particular challenges given the rapid pace of
advances in science and innovation – advances that create the risk that concepts that are
compelling today and in the light of current circumstances are likely to be obsolete or require
significant redesign by the time on the ground construction commences. Whilst this is a
generalised feature of major long-term national investments such as the HS2 network, it is
prudent to bring these risks to the foreground in a study of this type as this maximises the
usefulness of the work for future decision-making.
Conclusion
The conclusion reached is that science and innovation facilities worthy of consideration for the
Toton site could usefully be structured as three complementary components:
1.

2.

3.

An Innovation hotel precinct and high-end office space. This concept is based on
extending the boundaries of temporary accommodation (the ‘hotel’ and its associated
services for travellers) to encompass functional spaces specifically designed to facilitate
creative collaboration in research and innovation – but with an emphasis on collaborative
spaces rather than substantive research and innovation activities. This could include a
space for discussion that allows those meeting physically to also engage in highbandwidth audio-visual discussion with others off-site.
Agile innovation and research collaboration facilities. This would be most likely focussed
on ‘upstream’ collaborations – early stage collaborations being tried out – which if
successful may then be relocated to specific universities at a later stage in their life cycle.
Key technical requirements are quickly and cheaply re-configurable/adaptable ‘cellular’
spaces that can offer a high degree of operational flexibility to users. A facility of this type
could augment existing place-based assets by adding expansion and scale-up capacity not
available in more spatially constrained urban sites (or more costly to deliver).
More ambitious cutting-edge facilities, with a high-profile national interest dimension,
could then be added at Toton such as:
i.

ii.

an HS2 enabled clinical innovation treatment facilities where innovative medical
engineering projects can be carried out, easing the burden on existing hospital
capacity and allowing patients participating in clinical trials to more travel quickly
from home to a hub of world-class clinical excellence with cost-effective overnight
stays in dedicated accommodation.
National major incident response hub. Using HS2 connectivity for a national major
incident response centre. Using the High-Speed Rail network as an integrated
emergency system to distribute injured people, equipment and supplies to hospitals
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nationwide. This could also include an emergency medical equipment & supplies
storage facility.
iii. A National Centre for Emergency Innovation (NCEI) – central government funded
centre with the remit to handle rapid innovation responses to emergency situations –
tapping into expertise in the Midlands Engine and benefiting from HS2 connectivity in
a wide range of areas with clear synergies for medical technology; advanced
manufacturing, digital technologies & data, systems integration.
These facilities would be useful to the regional economy by:
•

•

•

Maximising the ability to attract inward international investment in science and
innovation to the Midlands Engine (the UK only accounts for 2.7 per cent of global R&D so
there is tremendous potential to benefit from this form of inward investment, especially
in the post-Brexit era).
Maximising the ability to leverage this inward investment in R&D via the close coupling
of scientific research and innovations in the instruments and equipment that this
research relies on – creating new high-value jobs via start-ups and spin-offs.
Generating major national interest outcomes based on reducing costly and time
consuming physical ‘build and test’ activities in the innovation processes. These are major
competitive concerns for a diverse range of high-technology companies in the Midlands –
and in the UK as a whole.

The proposed strategic approach to science and innovation at Toton could act as a catalyst for
more pervasive innovative activity in the Midlands Engine as a whole, attracting inward
investment in science and innovation and translating that investment into new business
activities. Thus, helping to create new jobs and increasing Gross Value Added per head in the
region.
It would be useful to frame any future discussions, and any follow-up scoping work, as a
Balanced Long-Term Strategic Framework. Balanced by virtue of considering both national
interest/public good opportunities, long-term in using 2033 as a ‘focusing point’ for thinking
rather than 2017. Linking with the universities, the D2N2 LEP would be well placed to lead and
coordinate (perhaps in collaboration with the Leicester and Leicestershire LEP) the next phase
of considering the five strategic objectives addressed in this assignment. This would provide an
appropriate basis for liaising with all Midlands universities as a cohesive group as well as
liaison with all other stakeholders. It would be particularly useful if the universities acted as
champions of the public interest dimension to a national public interest-based ‘value
proposition’ being developed for Toton – thus opening up a potentially important dialogue
with the central government.
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1

Introduction

1.1

This is a report from a small assignment tasked with examining potential concepts for
developing the East Midlands HS2 site at Toton with an emphasis on adding to existing science
and innovation capability.

1.2

The report was commissioned by the economic consultants ekosgen to complement their
work examining the economic potential of the Toton site stemming from the delivery of Phase
Two of the HS2 high-speed train network. The work carried out has involved desk-work and
some limited consultations with key stakeholders (detailed in Appendices A & B).

1.3

The desk work component has covered relevant data and involved work on identifying the key
principles pertinent to developing ideas for developments to take place some 15+ years into
the future. This latter aspect poses particular challenges given the rapid pace of advances in
science and innovation – advances that create the risk that concepts that are compelling today
and in the light of current circumstances are likely to be obsolete or require significant
redesign by the time on the ground construction commences. Whilst this is a generalised
feature of major long-term national investments such as the HS2 network it is prudent to bring
these risks into the foreground in a study of this type as this maximises the usefulness of the
work for future decision-making.

1.4

As a short report was requested, there is insufficient space to repeat all relevant details of the
Toton side. Consequently, this part of the discussion (covered in the Background and Context)
has been restricted to the most relevant facts and issues. Additional information, drawn from
a Progress Report circulated to consultees during the project is provided in Appendix A.

2

Terms of Reference

2.1

The objectives of this short assignment were to address the following questions.
•
•
•

•
•
2.2

What broad elements would comprise an innovation component of the East Midlands HS2
growth strategy?
What local research strengths & assets might partners seek to build upon (drawing on
Summer 2016’s Science & Innovation Audit)?
Is there an opportunity for a Higher Education/innovation or research facility at the
station hub site itself (a location which will benefit from national-level connectivity with
HS2)?
Is there an opportunity for a university collaboration facility a ‘multi-university’?
What other opportunities might partners pursue?

Reflecting the emphasis on concept development, the project brief specifically excluded the
need to address the practical issues at this stage.
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3

Summary of Background and Context

3.1

Toton is sited between Nottingham and Derby, just over a mile east of the M1 Junction 25. An
HS2 East Midlands Hub station is proposed for the Toton Sidings site, to open in 2033.1

3.2

The East Midlands area suffers from low productivity compared with the national average but
does have a number of existing innovation assets in sectors that include medical technology,
pharmaceuticals, energy and low carbon, and new generation transport. On top of this, there
are 27 universities in the Midlands Engine area, including the Midlands Innovation six
‘research-intensive’ universities. The D2N2 LEP and the Leicester and Leicester LEP have
identified priority sites for development, which features Derby and Nottingham city centres,
East Midlands airport and the A52 corridor among others.

4

Issues for Consideration
Why the focus on innovation at Toton?

4.1

Increasingly, globalisation means that the UK and similar maturely developed markets face
ever-increasing competition from low-cost locations. As with many other developed
economies, the UK response has to be to compete increasingly on the basis of content, rather
than cost alone. This competitive stance seeks to develop distinctive competencies in design,
engineering, product quality and productivity in a manner that less sophisticated competitors
will find harder to match.

4.2

More locally, the East Midlands is challenged to increase the Gross Value Added (GVA) aspect
of regional productivity, which is consistently below the national trend. GVA per hour worked
is £28.00-28.50 for the LEP areas compared with £31.50 nationally); and only £23.00 in
Nottingham. However, it is important to note that Derby, with its concentration of high-valueadded advanced engineering activities, is a value added ‘hotspot’ (currently the highest GVA
levels in the Midlands) with significant potential synergies with any new science and
innovation capability to be developed at Toton.

4.3

It is widely recognised that innovation is a key factor in the development of smart and novel
content - be this in products and/or processes. Moreover, innovation is a key driver of
productivity in the economy, reducing waste in production processes, increasing throughput
speed in factories and, perhaps most importantly, creating new markets and product types. It
is this range of outcomes from innovation that help to secure employment as it exists today
and to increase the likelihood of new jobs being created in the future.

1 The existing Long Eaton station is close to Toton and is on the Midlands mainline, which means that there are
direct services to London, Sheffield, Birmingham and East Midlands airport. However, despite this reasonable
connectivity, the service frequency from Long Eaton is poor, and there is a lack of infrastructure between the
station and the site of the future East Midlands Hub site at Toton. This restricts the ability to develop new highspeed connectivity based assets at Toton prior to the completion of HS2 Phase 2.
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4.4

From this forward-looking perspective, a region’s ability to innovate can be thought of a
means of reducing risks to employment levels in the future – providing a basis for adapting to
changing conditions, new competition and, indeed, the economic uncertainties associated
with the pending exit from the European Union. All of these factors point to the role of
innovation in securing a regions' future income and wealth. This forward-looking ‘assurance’ is
especially important given the relatively long timeframes associated with building and
exploiting the HS2 high-speed rail network.

4.5

Universities, large firms, and sophisticated small businesses are key to delivering these
innovation outcomes. Similarly, modern connectivity to major labour markets and networks
of expertise are vital to stimulating and supporting the innovation process. Consequently,
bringing together a significant land & property opportunity, with high-speed rail access,
underpinned with strong local higher education proximity could be a nationally distinctive
proposition for Toton. Hence, the emphasis in this work, to scope out in headline terms
thoughts and ideas for a new innovation ‘technopole’ at the Toton location, in other words, a
hub of vibrant, nationally and internationally significant science and innovation activity.

Strategic thinking used to shape the opportunities considered here
4.6

We start by stressing that HS2 time scales are (very) long relative to the pace of innovation –
as with any major long-term infrastructure project design ‘lock-in’ without modular
reconfigurability restricts future options. This can make it hard to add/retrofit unexpected new
developments, in turn increasing the risks of locking in design solutions when levels of
uncertainty over what may be needed in the future are high. We can reasonably expect that
there will be unexpected opportunities in the future that we are wise to be able to prepare to
respond to because we have invested in an appropriately flexible and adaptive science and
innovation capability.

4.7

Given well-established regional strengths in science and innovation (well-documented in the
Midlands Engine Science and Innovation Audit), this perspective encourages us to focus on
ways in which the Toton site might be used to add new flexible and adaptive science and
innovation capability to complement existing assets.

4.8

Against this forward-looking context, the risk is that the development solutions that we
imagine now will tend to reflect current circumstances and aspirations, when what these long
time scales require may turn out to be radically different. Arguably, the remit of the various
Science and Innovation Audits on the current state-of-play reinforces this tendency to focus on
near-term rather than long-term capability objectives. This mismatch generates uncertainty
and risk – decisions made in the near-term are more likely to constrain future options than
assist unless these decisions deliberately create credible and broader options than currently
exist. Whilst this ‘option restriction’ factor is an unavoidable issue for HS2 as a transport
network it is an avoidable issue for developments that could be collateral benefits from HS2.

4.9

There is a diverse stakeholder group for potential science and innovation focused
developments at Toton, for whom the likelihood of not agreeing on consensus at this stage is
far greater than the likelihood of reaching an agreement. This became evident during the
consultations held as part of this study. In addition, there was a tendency to view the Toton
opportunity from today’s timeline, not the timeline some 15 years into the future. One just
has to consider how different some technologies and conditions are today from their state 15
to 17 years ago. Whilst these advances have focussed on particular areas of innovation
(computing, a range of physics-based applications in new materials, medical diagnostics etc.),
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they have helped to reshape some aspects of everyday lives. Just as we would be reluctant to
weigh-up choices today as if those choices were being made 15 years ago, so too should we be
reluctant to treat the choices to be made for Toton once HS2 Phase 2 is operational as if they
are choices made today and about today. This combination of dispersed interests/views
amongst stakeholders and a long timeline reinforces the importance of approaching potential
future developments such as Toton as focusing device for new strategic dialogues. These
dialogues should seek to a develop a framework for generating greater consensus in the future
by considering a range of options beyond existing stakeholder plans and with the potential to
open up new avenues for generating collective benefits. This emphasis on what might be
termed ‘strategic additionality’ contrasts with efforts to reach specific agreements now on
exactly what should be developed to open in 2033.
4.10

This long timeline for HS2 Phase 2 based developments creates major challenges for such a
dialogue because the further we look into the future, the greater the uncertainty over possible
conditions. In economics and finance, this unavoidable uncertainty is reflected in a decreased
future value being applied to things that may happen. The further we look into the future the
lower these values become.2 When we factor in the ways in which the rapid rate of scientific
and technological advance increase our uncertainties over conditions that far into the future
these future values become even lower.

4.11

The significance of this point for strategy formulation is that, in such conditions, the strategy is
primarily a matter of trying to ensure that plans have sufficient scope for adapting to emerging
opportunities and impediments – the stronger this flexibility the more useful the strategy.
Conversely, the re-assurance engendered by locking-in to familiar concepts at an early stage
can become a hostage to fortune by limiting future options – greatly increasing the likelihood
of obsolescence. From this perspective, strategic dialogues over potential developments at
Toton are a means of reducing this risk of ‘built in obsolescence’ created by attempting to be
too specific too early and, in so doing, overly constraining development options.

4.12

These considerations suggest that thinking on exploiting the Toton development opportunity
should focus on option-creation rather than option narrowing solutions. A prudent site
development strategy would reflect this principle and prioritise ways in which a Toton science
and innovation solution would create new options for the Midlands Engine as a whole by
adding novel forward-looking capabilities.

4.13

Whilst appreciating the gap in timescales between the implementation of HS2 Phase 2 and the
pace of innovation, a site development strategy can provide new considerations based upon
the existing capability. In doing so, when the timescales begin to align, Toton will be in the
best possible position to identify and maximise the options for innovation investment and to
evaluate and capitalise on the options that will work best in its favour.

4.14

The following part of this report considers two potentially useful dimensions to such a
strategy: (a) the potential to attract and leverage inward (international) investment for science
and innovation, and (b) the attraction of strengthening public good science and innovation

2 On a more technical economic and financial level, the baseline discount rate of 3.5 per cent recommended by HM
Treasury means that the current value of anything today would be valued at 54.5 per cent of this current value in
17 years time (when HS2 Phase 2 opens).
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outcomes. That is to say, outcomes of a more collective social, health and environmental
nature that contribute to the national interest as a whole.

Specific strategic considerations pertinent to innovation & universities
The importance of inward investment in UK R&D
4.15

The UK as a whole is good at attracting inward investment in R&D and in leveraging this
investment as an innovation pathway. For the UK as a whole, overseas-funded R&D accounted
for 17.5% of total UK R&D in 2014 – now significant relative to other important sources. This
reflects the international excellence of UK research capability.3

4.16

The following chart demonstrates the significance of overseas-funded R&D in the UK. Although
the overall proportion of UK R&D funded from overseas has not increased substantially
(standing at less than 20 percent but with a very mild upward trend) it makes a significant and
steady contribution and, perhaps most interestingly, raises the question of the scope for lifting
this contribution in the future. This will be a particular challenge for both UK based companies
and universities if Brexit negotiations fail to deliver access to the EU Horizon 2020 funding –
which has a strong focus on collaborative approaches to innovation. It is also worth noting
that overseas-funded R&D is more stable that business-funded R&D (Steer Davies Gleave
analysis not presented here).

Figure 1: UK R&D by source of funding, 1996 to 2014
Source: ONS

4.17

The following table highlights the importance of overseas-funded R&D for businesses (over 19
percent) and the higher education sector (over 15 percent).

3

We understand that data providing a regional breakdown of R&D by source of funding will become available for
the first time in 2017 when the results for 2015 are released by the Office of National Statistics (ONS). This will
allow a more detailed picture of the relative strengths of each region on the UK in attracting inward investment in
R&D, although we also understand that there may be some limitations to the data on overseas funded R&D in the
higher education sector.
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Table 1: Breakdown of UK R&D by funding sector and sector of performance, 2014
Public Research
Sector providing the funds:
Government 2
Research Councils 2
Higher Education Funding Councils
Higher Education
Business Enterprise
Private Non-Profit
Overseas
Total

1,027
661
16
266
49
202
2,221

Higher Education Business Enterprise

436
2,143
2,341
307
336
1,097
1,228
7,888

1,856
2
14,083
136
3,859
19,936

Private Non-Profit

75
138
56
17
190
78
554

Total

%

11.09%
3,394
9.62%
2,944
7.65%
2,341
1.24%
379
48.04%
14,701
4.81%
1,473
17.54%
5,367
30,599 100.00%

Source: ONS

4.18

This profiling of overseas-funded R&D raises the question of what could we do at Toton that
would act to attract additional inward investment in research and innovation? As these
numbers suggest, this is an important strategic consideration to bear in mind. As the following
chart ranking global R&D expenditure emphasises, the UK is now a relatively modest
contributor to the global R&D effort in terms of sheer scale. This means that there is
significant potential for the UK to leverage the global R&D effort by a step change in our ability
to attract overseas funding.

4.19

It is worth noting that the USA also dominates the global innovation effort by virtue of the
high levels of expenditure on technology and systems demonstrators – the stage following
R&D per se. This spending is not included in the graph but substantially increases US
dominance of the global innovation effort. These demonstrators reduce investment risks and,
as such, play a key role in innovation effectiveness. In the US, this combined spending on
innovation is referred to as RD&D (Research, Experimental Development & Demonstration),
and usually takes the form of ‘dual use’ defence-civil capability – systems and facilities that
leverage military RD&D in ways that also assists US industrial competitiveness. As will be
discussed below, it is this integrated ability that allows virtual simulation models to be
substituted for the costly and time-consuming activities required to build, test and refine new
physical systems. This results in a major competitive advantage as regards the speed and
agility of innovation.
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Figure 2: The global R&D order in 2014

The UK accounts for 2.71 per cent of
global R&D
The Midlands Engine is 0.37 per cent of
global R&D
Excellence in research & innovation
attracts R&D funding from the larger
economies
USA + China = 50 per cent

Leveraging inward investment in R&D as an innovation multiplier
4.20

One important link between scientific research & industrial innovation stems from the ways in
which advances in science rely on & stimulate advances in scientific instrumentation. This ‘coevolution’ dimension can be especially important as a driver of high-tech start-ups and
subsequent business growth. This pathway to research impacts spans numerous areas of
science – and research activities for which advances in knowledge require technological
improvements in the research facilities and instruments used to conduct research.

4.21

For example, as China continues to develop its science and innovation capability there is likely
to be a growing emphasis on funding fundamental academic research in those nations with
well-established excellence in academic research. As this funding flows into the UK not only
will it help to reinforce research excellence in our universities, it will also help to fund the
advances in instrumentation innovation noted above. As experiences in Cambridge (UK) and
Cambridge (USA) illustrate, these innovations can, in turn, make major economic contributions
to the cities and regions in which this research-innovation nexus is cultivated.

4.22

In such cases, a virtuous circle is found in which the close proximity of cutting-edge academic
research of global significance attracts both the research funding to increase the volume and
ambition of the research and attracts the innovation expertise required to achieve the
technological advances upon which the cutting-edge research relies – and which then creates
spin-offs and start-ups that create new jobs, contribute to the local economy and (sometimes)
even create whole new industries. As this virtuous circle kicks-in, it attracts further inward
investment in research and co-located entrepreneurial talent in so doing creating a placebased intellectual environment that becomes an intangible asset for a region.
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4.23

Again, this raises the question of what could be done at Toton that would help to reinforce
such a virtuous circle in the East Midlands.
Agile Innovation

4.24

There is a long-standing recognition (echoed in some of the stakeholder consultations) that
national innovation effectiveness can be lifted by coupling advances in simulation modelling,
based in turn on sophisticated theoretical capacity (much originating in academic research),
for experimental development and demonstrator work. These are time-consuming and costly
activities because they involve building and testing real physical systems. Consequently, each
design iteration in the process of reaching objectives decreases the productivity of the
innovation process.

4.25

As theoretical capacity and simulation capability improves, the number of design iterations in
real physical systems can be reduced, replaced by faster and cheaper virtual design iterations.
For large complex systems like aircraft sub-systems, which traditionally need troubleshooting
design tweaks once they go into production, this ability to simulate and debug design
iterations before production commences can result in significant productivity improvements.

4.26

The ability to use simulation models to predict how a real physical system will behave, and to
test the accuracy of these predictions, is the key to this aspect of lifting the productivity of the
innovation process. Each test of the simulation models’ predictive ability can be used to
improve the accuracy of the model in the future, in turn decreasing the cost of subsequent
experimental and demonstrator activities.4

4.27

The long-term competitive objective is to attain ‘right-first-time’ design capability. This is a
target outcome in a wide range of industries, from aerospace and automotive through to drug
design and other biomedical areas. It is an approach pioneered by the US - a ‘dual use’
leveraging of the defence budget to support broader industry competitiveness. The result is
more innovation for a given level of R&D investment (mainly because the costly experimental
development element can be reduced through fewer design, build and test iterations).

4.28

For the Midlands Engine (and the UK as a whole) to compete in innovation, access to such
agile (faster, cheaper and more flexible) innovation is a necessity. However, it is not clear at
present whether planned additions to UK ‘low D R&D’ capability have identifiable gaps that a
facility at Toton could address.
Science, innovation and public good outcomes

4.29

Perhaps too often, public policy narratives relating to science and innovation focus narrowly
on the important links between academic research and industrial innovation (with consequent
income and employment impacts) and pay less attention to the important ways in which
academic research and innovation (both separately and in combination) create what
economists call ‘public goods’- outcomes such as lower risks of disease and compromised wellbeing that have widespread and sustained benefits.

4 This use of advanced simulation models in the USA originated in the weapons laboratories (Los Alamos etc) as a
means of designing, developing and testing nuclear weapons without requiring physical tests. Disseminating this
capability to the competitive benefit of US industry as a whole has been a long-standing feature of US industry and
innovation policy (and is an explicit intended outcome from national security spending).
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4.30

Vaccines are one of the most powerful examples of these public good benefits. Whilst they
tend to be developed via a combination of academic research and business activity, the
benefits to both individual well-being (reduced risk of illness and death) and the costs saved in
health service provision are very high indeed.

4.31

In general, the public good outcomes that arise from science and innovation often map across
to the challenges posed by uncertainties and risks. These range from risks to individuals (e.g
illness) through to much wider scale risks (major disease outbreaks and global pandemics)
where although individuals are still affected, dealing with these situations are core areas in
which governments much act – and in many cases are the main or only means of dealing with
these damaging circumstances.

4.32

One characteristic of this sort of threat is that being well-prepared requires people, equipment
and supplies that can be made available if the need arises, but that public policy hopes are
never required. Market processes are unable to provide this sort of ‘readiness’ capacity and
capability because it is not cost-effective to invest in expensive assets that one also hopes are
never used. For this reason, there are cases in which research laboratories with specialised
and expensive equipment are funded by governments as part of these ‘readiness’ capabilities
precisely because potentially vital equipment may have a capacity utilisation of zero (and
hence is not financially viable to maintain as an asset).

4.33

Considerations of this type point the way towards considering ways in which Toton might be
used as a hub for this type of public good ‘readiness’ capability. This is an aspect that both
aligns with the speed and connectivity of the HS2 network (and indeed the current high-speed
train network) because it is in the nature of these readiness facilities that, in an emergency
situation, fast connectivity to move people, equipment and supplies around the nation
becomes of paramount national importance.

4.34

This is a potentially useful matter to consider for Toton for two key reasons. Firstly, facilities
with a strong and well-framed national interest aspect are funded by central government. This
means that any regional development initiative that stresses these sorts of nationwide public
good outcomes (in this case the outcome is reduced risk for the nation) is not competing
against other regional funding bids that are not focused public good outcomes
(characteristically competing for funding on the similar basis of employment and regional
economic strength). In other words, when it comes to efforts to secure central government
funding, public good outcomes can be competitive differentiators.

4.35

Secondly, there are interconnects between the ways in which excellence in academic research
stimulates regional innovation activities (thus creating the virtuous circles described above)
and public good capabilities. This is because it is often the case that the national interest
‘readiness’ capabilities rely on networks of established scientific facilities (in universities,
government agencies and to some extent in industry). These geographically dispersed assets
have to coordinate their work in ways that may be unusual for them, and equipment, samples
and supplies need to be distributed quickly to these locations.

4.36

This means that central government has an interest in co-locating readiness assets with
existing research assets. It also means that there are occasions on which new advances in
research and equipment will need to be attempted in emergency conditions at a speed far
greater than would otherwise be the case. One example of this emergency-driven innovation
was the extremely fast response of the Singapore Government to the first SARS disease
outbreak. A thermal imaging camera was customised and deployed to scan for potentially
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infected travellers at the airport. This illustrates the importance of rapid innovation capability
as a component of investments in public good outcomes.
4.37

This sort of focus at Toton, leveraging high-speed transport connections, would help to
address the issue that the Midlands Engine is currently not attracting very much direct central
government R&D activity, at £91m only 4% of the national total (almost all in the East
Midlands) compared with £773m in the South East.
Table 2: UK R&D by region and performing sector, 2014
Government &
Research Councils

Higher Education

Business

Private Non-Profit

Total

£ million

%

£ million

%

£ million

%

£ million

%

£ million

%

England
Scotland
Wales
Northern Ireland
South East
East of England
London
North East and North West1
South West
West Midlands
East Midlands
Yorkshire and the Humber

18,281
905
397
352
4,405
4,231
1,826
2,081
1,616
1,967
1,474
679

92
5
2
2
22
21
9
10
8
10
7
3

6,397
1,057
285
149
1,184
735
1,929
891
395
376
339
548

81
13
4
2
15
9
24
11
5
5
4
7

1,919
252
33
18
773
212
333
88
353
4
87
70

86
11
1
1
35
10
15
4
16
4
3

545
8
1
56
261
148
57
17
2
4

98
1
10
47
27
10
3
1

27,142
2,222
716
519
6,418
5,439
4,236
3,117
2,381
2,347
1,902
1,301

89
7
2
2
21
18
14
10
8
8
6
4

United Kingdom

19,935

7,889

2,222

554

30,600

Source: Office for National Statistics

4.38

The following section of the report considers ways of framing concepts for the development of
the Toton site that reflect, and build upon, the opportunities highlighted here.

5

Concept Framing

5.1

Given the configuration and complexities of specific institutional and local government
interests pertinent to Toton, meeting all stakeholder aspirations with a ‘magic bullet’ design
concept is not a compelling approach. Consultations to date have clearly highlighted areas in
which capabilities favoured by some stakeholders cut across the interests & aspirations of
other stakeholders. For example, whilst some local authorities may favour using Toton to
provide flexible/adaptive space & infrastructure to help existing start-ups and spin-outs to
scale-up their activities and benefit from international connectivity, universities tend to view
this capability as already being catered for via their own (and collective) activities in this
domain. Universities tend to adopt a broad and globally oriented perspective (inherent in the
globally collaborative and interconnected nature of academia) whereas, quite rightly, local
government tends to take the narrower view associated with well-defined jurisdictional
boundaries.

5.2

These circumstances are neither unusual nor problematic - provided that an appropriate
approach is taken. An appropriate approach should recognise that the most logical (and lowest
risk) approach is to adopt a flexible and staged option acquisition-based strategy. Such a
strategy aims to create the conditions in which the innovation and research collaboration
facilitating capabilities at Toton can evolve through ‘learning-by-doing’ in a modular and reconfigurable manner. This approach would start with a basic multi-purpose infrastructure that,
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in turn, then creates options for developing the site in different directions and, most
importantly, in a manner that can respond to emerging opportunities as these complex and
non-aligned stakeholder interests themselves evolve. As in finance, the value of possessing
options increases with uncertainty and ambiguity.

Overview of the evolutionary design concept: Principles
5.3

It is useful to adopt a version of the ‘three horizons’ framework (McKinsey & Co). This consists
of the following three segments, and aims to encourage a balanced pipeline that consolidates
current strengths whilst also paying sufficient attention to future business growth objectives:
•
•
•

5.4

Defend and extend current lines of business.
Build-up new lines of business.
Generate viable options for possible exploitation in the future.

In this context, these three segments can be mapped to the three investment components
identified in the diagram to the left. The corresponding diagram on the right-hand side
populates these three investment components with potential concepts.

Source: SDG Integrated Economic Development Team

5.5

This strategic framework aims to assist in a form of ‘triage’ design concept decisions,
distinguishing between:
•
•
•

Easy non-controversial decisions (familiar, low risk but still option generating);
Harder decisions made easier by ‘learning-by-doing’ – using new information made
available that is not currently available;
Ambitious & aspirational options that are not feasible without learning from the first two
components of investment.

5.6

It is worth noting that these three investment components need to necessarily follow each
other in a rigid sequence. As circumstances evolve, and learning takes place, it can be feasible
to align these components in a more parallel manner (provided that the relevant physical
infrastructure has been developed).

5.7

Component 1 one involves choosing between or combining well-established approaches: an
‘innovation hotel precinct’ and high-end office space to attract high-profile companies from
London. Component 2 would provide a platform for adding an Innovation Park and/or
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collaborative research facilities addressing unexpected future opportunities (academicindustrial, intra-academic etc). Component 3 would, in turn, will provide the basis for an
enhanced innovation ‘ecosystem’ able to support more radical and cutting-edge activities over
the longer term.
5.8

Each of these three investment components is now considered in turn.

Component 1: Innovation hotel precinct &/or high-end office space
5.9

This concept is based on extending the boundaries of temporary accommodation (the ‘hotel’
and its associated services for travellers) to encompass functional spaces specifically designed
to facilitate creative collaboration in research and innovation – but with an emphasis on
collaborative spaces rather than substantive research and innovation activities. This could
include a space for discussion that allows those meeting physically to also engage in highbandwidth audio-visual discussion with others off-site (and in principle around the world) –
there are a number of circular meeting venues of this type in existence of being completed
that make use of high-definition circular screens around the walls – aiming to achieve an
effective combination of physical and virtual communication, e.g. the new facility being built
by Jesus College (Cambridge) in order to involve College alumni in collaborative projects even
when working worldwide).

5.10

Once breakout rooms, flexible office space for short term use by individuals and teams are
added the basic infrastructure to facilitate creative work exists. These facilities can be used for
a range of activities, from standard conferences through to more specialised uses. Indeed,
combination, these facilities would provide the functionality required for the initial phase of a
possible National Centre for Emergency Innovation (a concept suggested below) – which
would use these facilities as and when necessary. The following box insert summarises this
concept.
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Component 2: Agile innovation & research collaboration facilities
5.11

The objectives of Component 2 -phase would be to exploit the ‘innovation hotel precinct’
asset base by adding new facilities that would:
•
•

Benefit from HS2 connectivity & East Midlands airport connectivity (assuming a degree of
evolution in the airport’s route mix potentially also enabled by HS2 connectivity).
Help to attract inward investment in R&D/ & innovative activities in general – particularly
in regard to collaborative facilities in which different disciplinary and/or industryacademic work can be carried out.

5.12

This would be most likely focussed on ‘upstream’ collaborations – early stage collaborations
being tried out – which if successful may then be relocated to specific universities at a later
stage in their life cycle. Key technical requirements are quickly and cheaply reconfigurable/adaptable ‘cellular’ spaces that can offer a high degree of operational flexibility
to users. A facility of this type could augment existing place-based assets by adding expansion
and scale-up capacity not available in more spatially constrained urban sites (or more costly to
deliver) – e.g. a five-year--old spin-off winning new work in a global supply chain. It could also
provide the flexibility often sought by scientists collaborating with innovative scientific
instruments companies – a process in which there is a sequence of discrete problems to solve
each of which may require a different academic-industry collaboration – collaborations that
would only require dedicated facilities for limited time periods (3 to 6 months). This aspect
aligns well with the ‘innovation hotel’ ethos laid down in Component 1 but adding temporary
innovation space to the property mix.

5.13

The over-arching design philosophy here is that universities and businesses will cater for
medium to long-term innovation and research facilities - hence Toton could meet emerging
requirements for more agile activities (fast & cheap configurations). The rapid pace of
innovation and progress in public science (science targeting public good outcomes) means that
it is not feasible to attempt to predict specific functional uses several years into the future –
but it is possible to develop assets that are sufficiently flexible to cater for a variety of
unexpected future needs.

Component 3: Cutting-edge options (illustrative only)
5.14

The proposed Component 3 developmental strategies could, potentially, create the options for
more radical capabilities such as:
•

•

•

An HS2 enabled clinical innovation treatment facilities where innovative medical
engineering projects can be carried out, easing the burden on existing hospital capacity
and allowing patients participating in clinical trials to more travel quickly from home to a
hub of world-class clinical excellence (subsidised travel on HS2 may be necessary) with
cost-effective overnight stays in dedicated accommodation.
National major incident response hub. Using HS2 connectivity for a national major
incident response centre. Using the high-speed rail network as an integrated emergency
system to distribute injured people, equipment and supplies to hospitals nationwide. This
could also include an emergency medical equipment & supplies storage facility.
A National Centre for Emergency Innovation (NCEI) – central government funded centre
with the remit to handle rapid innovation responses to emergency situations – tapping
into expertise in the Midlands Engine in a wide range of areas with clear synergies for
medical technology; advanced manufacturing, digital technologies & data, systems
integration.
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5.15

Fast journey times to London combined with physical distance from London create a useful
combination of readiness & security.

5.16

If the concept of developing a National Centre for Emergency Innovation at Toton attracts
interest, then it may be possible to bring an initial development phase forward by introducing
key elements into Component One and by also bringing forward some elements of Component
Two. Core NCEI facilities would be available as part of the Innovation Hotel Precinct (an office
for coordinating research and innovation related responses to emergencies, including
preparedness exercises) accessible by public transport from existing networks. The temporary
accommodation provided by the Precinct would provide the required overnight stay capacity
for relevant types of preparedness exercise. This could be augmented by some re-configurable
facilities that would allow a range of experts to be brought together to quickly define and
develop possible solutions – usually, best achieved in a face-to-face environment (in initial
phases at least).

5.17

The following diagram provides summary ‘plan on a page’ view of this three-component
strategy.
Figure 3: Concept overview

6

Conclusions and Recommendations
General Conclusions

6.1

Reaching consensus over the mission and functional scope of a science and innovation
development at Toton within the constraints of currently existing institution-specific and local
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authority strategic intentions in plans is unlikely. This is because each stakeholder seeks to
maximise their own respective benefits in the light of currently existing strategies and plans.
6.2

In reaction to this challenge, this report proposes that the likelihood of reaching consensus
over ways of developing Toton as a new science and the innovation-focused asset is increased
if the following principles are adopted:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The ‘value proposition’ for a science and innovation focus at Toton is framed at a national
interest level – what could be developed on the site that addresses national not regional
requirements but that leverages distinctive regional capabilities both current and likely to
emerge in the future. A national interest framing has the advantage of further
demonstrating the ‘public value’ contribution of the Midlands Engine demonstrating what
the region can do for the UK as a whole – not just for itself.
This national interest criterion explicitly addresses ‘dual use’ private good and public good
outcomes – gaps in the capability of use to innovation in the private sector and also gaps
in capability relevant to generating public good outcomes (i.e., collective benefits not
readily appropriated for commercial gain).
The timeline used to frame concept development for Toton should be ‘end loaded’ rather
than ‘front-loaded’, in other words in should look forward into the future and consider
what requirements are likely to be needed then, rather than try to develop concepts that
seek to fill gaps that are evident today.
Science and innovation offerings for Toton are likely to be the most compelling when they
mix new assets specifically related to those activities with a range of complementary
assets that provide support for science and innovation (i.e., high-quality accommodation,
meeting and workshop facilities etc). This mixed approach also has the advantage of
diversifying investment risks – useful given the timeline and associated uncertainties
faced over the HS2 timescale.
In line with the above principle, a dynamic approach to the stakeholder constituency
advisable – Toton is an opportunity to add to and enrich the science and innovation
stakeholder community. This means that design choices made in the near future should
explicitly look for ways of expanding the current stakeholder base for Toton (for example
in attracting new internationally respected science and innovation organisations to the
Midlands Engine in pursuit of national interest goals and with an eye on a mix of private
and public good benefits).

6.3

It follows from these principles that the Toton opportunity, approached from a science and
innovation perspective, is best considered as a creative and constructive dialogue between the
Midlands as a whole and central government and framed by national rather than regional
interest concerns.

6.4

This type of dialogue would be most easily achieved via a collaboration between all Midlands
Engine universities and the relevant Local Enterprise Partnerships. The aim would be to discuss
ways in which a science and innovation focus at Toton provides an opportunity to address
national interest concerns as a national not just a regional asset. The political advantages that
stem from demonstrating ways of further strengthening the national value of the East
Midlands, and the central government funding opportunities that stem from this national
interest framing, can create significant advantages in the policy process.

Specific Conclusions
6.5

The specific conclusions reached for each of the objectives of this assignment are as follows.
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What broad elements would comprise an innovation component of the East Midlands HS2
growth strategy?
6.6

The long timeline for HS2 phase 2 means that the broad elements of the growth strategy
should be adaptive and evolutionary rather than lock-in to near-term requirements – which
risk obsolescence. The priority design criterion for an innovation component of the East
Midlands HS2 growth strategy should, therefore, be to make investments that generate
increased regional (and national) agility in innovation by providing flexible and adaptive
facilities that reduce the risk of obsolescence. This strategy reduces rather than exacerbates
the discount rate problem highlighted at the start of this report – increasing the net present
value of an investment at Toton by decreasing the risk-adjusted discount rate applied.

6.7

The generic technical requirements for such a flexible and adaptive facility could be based
upon the following strategic long-term priorities:
•

•

•

Maximise the ability to attract inward international investment in science and
innovation to the Midlands Engine by considering the regional offering from a global
perspective;
Maximise the ability to leverage with inward investment via the close coupling of
scientific research and the innovations in instruments and equipment that this research
relies on;
Commence a long-term process of identifying anticipated (not current) gaps in the
capabilities required to deliver faster and cheaper innovation in the Midlands Engine via
strengthened synergies within Research, Experimental Development and Demonstration
(RD&D) activities. The objective being to search for ways of strengthening platform
capabilities (i.e., capabilities relevant to most Midlands Engine sectors) that allow the
number and cost of experimental design and product introduction process iterations to be
reduced by substituting virtual simulation for costly and time-consuming physical build
and test processes. The intended outcome of this strategic priority is to give the UK as a
whole far better than average innovation productivity (i.e. stress broader national
interests over inter-regional rivalries). This requires a shift in the public policy narrative
away from maximising spending on R&D and towards maximising the productivity of that
R&D spending by reducing spending on experimental development activities (through
fewer design iterations) and by integrating the (very important) demonstration function
into the expenditure mix being considered.

What local research strengths & assets might partners seek to build upon (drawing on
Summer 2016’s Science & Innovation Audit)?
•

Given the recommended ‘low obsolescence risk’ adaptive and evolutionary strategy for
Toton based on providing platform capabilities to address emerging future requirements,
the research strengths to be built on relate to the Midlands Engine as a whole, and mainly
in regard to the global prominence of the region (important for attracting inward
investment in science and innovation in particular, something that will be especially useful
post-Brexit).
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Is there an opportunity for a Higher Education/innovation or research facility at the station
hub site itself (a location which will benefit from national-level connectivity with HS2)?
•

•

Local stakeholder universities tend to prefer that discussion of potential new research and
innovation facilities focus on their own institution-specific objectives and requirements,
and appear to be broadly satisfied with the nature and extent of current collaborative
activities.
Given this, one useful function of the recommended Balanced Long-Term Strategic
Framework for science and innovation developments at Toton (proposed below) would be
to facilitate a shift in both time frame and ambition to place a greater emphasis on longterm aspirations and the ways in which a flexible and adaptive agile innovation facility at
Toton could achieve this intent.

Is there an opportunity for a university collaboration facility a ‘multi-university’?
6.8

In principle, there may be an opportunity for a new research collaboration facility or a more
ambitious ‘multi-university’ facility at Toton. In practice, there is no apparent consensus at
present amongst local universities over the attractiveness of the feasibility of this opportunity.
However, it is possible that consensus could emerge in the future as ‘learning-by-doing’ in
developing flexible and adaptive science and innovation facilities that help to attract inward
investment from overseas and that generate national interest public good outcomes such as
emergency response-driven innovation.
What other opportunities might partners pursue?

6.9

In the light of the conclusions from this assignment, the following opportunity presents itself.
Given the long-time line to 2033, and associated uncertainties, these opportunities are framed
in strategy terms because this is the most appropriate avenue to take in such circumstances.
•

•

•

The D2N2 LEP would be well placed to lead and coordinate (perhaps in collaboration with
the Leicester and Leicestershire LEP) the next phase of considering the five strategic
objectives addressed in this assignment. This would provide an appropriate basis for
liaising with the Midlands universities as a cohesive group as well as liaison with all other
stakeholders.
Given the principles articulated in this report, it would be particularly useful if the
Midlands universities acted as champions of the public interest dimension to the national
interest based ‘value proposition’ being developed. This would help to create the balance
between private interest and public interest outcomes that can be a critical success factor
in securing central government funding – not least because the national interest
dimension dilutes objections to a particular region receiving public funding in competition
with other regions.
This strategy-oriented follow-up process could commence further, and broader,
discussions designed to provide an opportunity for developing a balanced strategic
approach to science and innovation options for Toton that blends public good and private
good outcomes. It would be useful to frame these discussions, and any follow-up scoping
work, as a Balanced Long-Term Strategic Framework. Balanced by virtue of considering
both national interest/public good opportunities, long-term in using 2033 as a ‘focusing
point’ for thinking rather than 2017.
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A Background and Context
6.10

The following information on the background and context, as laid out in the Progress Report
on this study, has been placed in this Appendix as reference material.
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B Details of consultees
6.11

The following people and organisations have been consulted as part of this project.5
•
•
•
•
•

5

Fiona Anderson, Nottinghamshire County Council
Dan King and Liz Lesquereux, Nottingham University
Anjuu Trevedi, University of Leicester
David Ralph, D2N2 LEP
Angela Tooley, University of Derby

Jeremy Hague, Nottingham Trent University is still pending
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East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board
25th January 2017
Item 8: Route Mitigation
1.

Introduction

1.1 At the last meeting of the Strategic Board, Members requested the establishment of an
additional work-stream out-with the Growth Strategy focussed on route mitigation, to help
minimise the impact of the line of route on local communities through effective mitigation,
drawing on best practice from Phase 1.
2.

Proposed changes to the line of Route

2.1 The revised Eastern Leg route announced by the Government in November 2016 makes a
number of significant changes in the East Midlands:
•
•
•
•
•

Around Measham in Leicestershire
Around (rather than under) East Midlands Airport
The vertical alignment through Long Eaton (with 2 options)
Near Newton a new spur linking HS2 with the Erewash Valley Line
In northern Derbyshire a new M18/Eastern alignment closer to the M1

2.2 Whilst the new route has a number of strategic advantages, it also impacts on a number of
communities unaffected by the previous proposals. The main proposed alternations from the
route consulted on in 2013 are set out in Appendix 1.

3.

Responding to the Route Consultation

3.1 The deadline for comments on the proposed changes is the 9th March 2017. The relevant
consultation documents are available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/hs2crewe-to-manchester-west-midlands-to-leeds-route-refinement-consultation-2016. Individual
Local Transport Authorities and Local Planning Authorities are compiling detailed responses
relating to the impact in their own localities.
3.2 Whilst it is right that the East Midlands makes a strategic response to the consultation through
the Strategic Board and East Midlands Councils, it is unrealistic for this to capture all the
detailed issues more properly the remit of individual councils. Rather, such a response should
focus on key principles of wider relevance. It is suggested that these should comprise the
following:
•

Re-affirm strong support for Toton as the location for a HS2 Hub Station serving the East
Midlands;

•

Re-affirm strong support for locating an Infrastructure Maintenance Deport at Staveley near
Chesterfield;
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4.

•

Strong support for serving Sheffield using classic compatible trains, including the provision
of HS2 classic compatible services serving Chesterfield;

•

General support for the proposed alignment of the main route for the Eastern Leg, subject
to appropriate mitigation and any detailed comments from relevant councils, which will also
provide the most economically effective way of serving Scotland by HS2;

•

Welcome the safeguarding of the whole route (both confirmed and proposed), which will
unlock statutory compensation for those property owners directly affected and provide
certainty to Local Transport Authorities and Local Planning Authorities.

•

General support for a high level alignment through Long Eaton that reduces community
severance – subject to any detailed comments from the relevant councils and no detriment
to the technical feasibility of a northern facing classic compatible link at the Hub Station.
Next Steps

4.1 Prior to the submission date of 9th March, it is proposed to convene a meeting of lead officers
working on detailed responses to compare notes and ensure alignment on common issues.
Derbyshire County Council have offered to convene this meeting. The meeting attendance
could provide the basis for an ongoing ‘Mitigation Officer Working Group’ which could continue
to share experience, expertise and resources during the development of the Phase 2b Hybrid
Bill.

5.

Recommendations

5.1 Members of the Strategic Board are invited to:
•

Endorse the principles set out under 3.2 as the basis of a regional response to the HS2
consultation, subject to any agreed amendments; and

•

Endorse the establishment of a Mitigation Officer Group.

Key Contacts
Andrew Pritchard, East Midlands Councils: andrew.pritchard@emcouncils.gov.uk
Steve Cannon, Derbyshire County Council: steve.cannon@derbyshire.gov.uk
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Appendix 1: Original & Proposed Routes
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East Midlands HS2 Strategic Board
25th January 2017
Item 9: Midlands Connect Update
1.

Introduction

1.1

There are clear synergies between the work of Midlands Connect and the East Midlands HS2
Growth Strategy, in particular with Midlands Connect Work Package 2: HS2 Readiness.

1.2

As a result there have been regular updates on Midlands Connect to the Strategic Board over
the last year. The Midlands Connect Strategy is due to be published by the end of March
2017. The recent confirmation of a further £12 million of Government support for Midlands
Connect will allow for a three year programme of further technical work to develop key
priorities towards programme entry in the post 2020 period.

2.

Key Issues

2.1

The draft Midlands Connect Strategy was considered by the Midlands Connect Steering
Group on the 12th January 2017, and will be signed off by the Midlands Connect Board on
the 9th February 2017. A number of interventions relevant to the East Midlands HS2 Growth
Strategy have been prioritised for early investment over the next three years:
•
•
•
•

A52 Corridor Multi-Modal Study (contribution)
Heavy Rail Access to the Hub Station including Trent Junction remodelling
Classic Compatible Strategic Business Case (joint with TfN)
Released Capacity Strategic Business Case (joint with TfN)

2.2

This additional work will help develop robust business cases to inform the Phase 2b Hybrid
Bill and the investment programmes of Network Rail and Highways England – and as a result
deliver key aspects of the East Midlands HS2 Growth Strategy.

3.

Recommendation

3.1

Members of the Strategic Board are invited to welcome progress on the Midlands Connect
Strategy.

Key Contact:
Andrew Pritchard, East Midlands Councils: andrew.pritchard@emcouncils.gov.uk
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